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MASTER OF THE CIMARRON:
LUCIEN B. MAXWELL
LAWRENCE R. MURPHY

FEW NINETEENTH CENTURY New Mexicans achieved the lasting

renown of Cimarron rancher Lucien B. Maxwell. As the owner of
one of the largest and most hotly disputed Mexican land grants in
the Southwest, he controlled vast properties in the northeastern
section of the territory and southern Colorado. The location of an
Indian agency at his ranch provided him with an assured market
for agricultural produce, increased his wealth, and gave him considerable influence in Indian policy decisions. With the discovery
of gold on the slopes of nearby Baldy Mountain, Maxwell's ranch
became the center of a short-lasted rush of prospectors into the
Sangre de Cristos, and Maxwell himself controlled mines which
made him extremely rich. Most of all, however, what made Maxwell famous were his extensive Cimarron mansion, his renowned
hospitality to visitors, and his colorful personality. It is these
aspects of his varied career upon which this article focuses.
Nearly twenty years of frontier experience preceded Maxwell's
arrival on the Cimarron. Born in Kaskaskia, Illinois, September
14, 1818, he was the son of an Irish-born storekeeper; his mother
was the daughter of Pierre Menard, a highly successful trader and
first Lieutenant Governor of Illinois. 1 Lucien probably headed
west soon after the death of his father in an 1833 cholera epidemiC,2 and by the mid-1830s was working for Bent, St. Vrain, and
Company in their trading posts along the South Platte and the Arkansas. 3 In the years that followed, he became close friends with
Kit Carson, accompanied John C. Fremont on two of his western
expeditions,4 and, most important, married Luz Beaubien, whose
Canadian-born father, Charles, had become one of the leading
merchants in Taos and co-owner of a Mexican land grant on the
0028-6206/80/0100-0005$01.90/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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eastern· side of the Sangre de Cristo mountains. s Following the
death of Beaubien's son in the Taos revolt, Maxwell moved to the
banks of the Rayado, where he established on behalf of his fatherin-law the first permanent settlement in that part of New Mexico. 6
By the mid-18S0s Maxwell was ready to move. For close to two
decades he had served an apprenticeship on the frontier, learning
important skills from the likes of Fremont, Carson, and Beaubien.
He had come west as a poor teenager and adroitly accumulated
the profits of several successful business ventures. Rayado, he
recognized, was no place to build his empire. The settlement had
been founded under Beaubien's auspices, and whoever lived there
would inevitably fall under his shadow. Moreover, once the
danger of Indian attack subsided, wagon trains often cut directly
across the plains, east of what became known as Kit Carson Mesa,
missing .Rayado entirely.7 An old trail across the mountains to
Taos fell into disuse as other more direct routes developed. And
perhaps then, as is occasionally still the case, a drought revealed
how fickle a stream the Rayado could be; without water, crops
died, and livestock had to be sold.
The banks of the Cimarron River, ten miles to the north of Rayado, offered much better possibilities. It was a larger and
stronger stream, better fed and more reliable. The Cimarron
poured out of the mountains through a narrow, picturesque canyon onto a broad, fertile plain, protected from winter storms by
the surrounding low hills. Here was ample room for thousands of
sheep and cattle to graze and for vast fields of corn, wheat, and
hay to grow. The Jicarilla Apache, who had once camped along its
banks, were largely gone, and, as Surveyor John G. Parke had
noted, the area had many strategic advantages in case of attack by
the Plains Indians. 8 Stages running between the eastern settlements and New Mexico often stopped here for the night, and the
Cimarron River had cut a fairly direct-although as yet largely
undeveloped-route toward Taos. With sufficient energy and capital, the area could be developed into an important crossroads in
northern New Mexico.
Exactly when Maxwell moved his headquarters to the Cimarron
is uncertain. Farmers had lived there at least seasonally since the
mid-1840s, and at first the Cimarron must have been one of several locations where herders watched Maxwell's herds of cattle
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and sheep. Probably by the mid-1850s, some of the MexicanAmericans who. had farmed at Rayado moved there and began
building a substantial residence and other buildings for Maxwell.
According to family tradition, Lucien talked about his plans for
the Cimarron place during an 1858 visit to Kaskaskia. 9 One of
his objectives in making the long trip home may well have been to
purchase furniture and other goods for the new house, and probably by 1857 or 1858, he had established himself and his family at
what became known as "Maxwell's Ranche."
The house which Lucien built on the Cimarron quickly became
one of the best-known landmarks in northern New Mexico. One
visitor characterized it as a "palace when compared to the prevailing style of architecture in that country." 10 "Palacial for that
region," observed another, while a third termed it "exceedingly
comfortable." II In many ways the general design of the house
was reminiscent of styles prevalent at Kaskaskia when Lucien was
growing up there and in particular of his grandfather Menard's
spacious residence overlooking the Mississippi. "It was built like a
French villa," recalled British traveller William A. Bell, "with an
open court inside and a verandah, running the whole length of the
building, covered by a projecting roof." There were dormered
windows on the second floor, and massive brick chimneys rising
above a peaked roof. Like nearly all houses in New Mexico, the
edifice was built of sun-dried adobe bricks, although Lucien had
white-wash~d the structure to give it the "appearance of a modern
brick building:'12 "It was large and roomy," recalled Colonel
Henry J. Inman, a frequent visitor, "purely American in its construction. "13
The inside of the house, too, impressed visitors. "The rooms
were large, " remembered Irving Howbert, "having high ceilings
finished with moulding."14 The main dining room, where Maxwell entertained his male visitors, was "an extended rectangular
affair," which in Inman's opinion ."might properly have been
termed the Baronial Hall. . . . There," he reported, "Maxwell
received his friends, transacted business with his vassals, and held
high carnival at times." A separate dining room and parlor were
provided for the women, in accordance with accepted New Mexico custom, and there were numerous sleeping rooms upstairs and
down for family members, guests, and servants. IS

8
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At first, perhaps before he had an opportunity to make buying
trips east or to accumulate enough money to pay for expensive furnishings, many of the rooms were empty of furniture. The room
Irving Howbert slept in "was carpeted but had not even a chair."
In one corner stood a pile of wool mattresses and bedding which
servants made into a bed at night. "So far as we saw," he went on,
"there was only one room in the house that had a bedstead, and
that was the one occupied by Maxwell and his wife."16 "I have
slept on its hardwood floor," Henry Inman reminisced with the
pride of one who had partaken in history, "rolled up in my
blanket."
I have sat there in the long winter evenings, when the great room
was lighted only by the cheerful blaze of the crackling logs roaring
up the huge throats of its two fireplaces built diagonally across opposite corners, watching Maxwell, Kit Carson, and half a dozen
chiefs. . . until the glimmer of Aurora announced the advent of
another day. 11

Later, as Lucien's wealth and his affection for the comforts of
life grew, many of the rooms were elaborately decorated with
"deep-piled carpets, heavy velvet draperies, gold-framed paintings." The furniture, much of which had to have been hauled
across the Santa Fe trail by wagon, was "of the most massive Victorian sort." Even to the present day, no antique is more prized by
the old families of northeastern New Mexico than a piece reputed
to have come from the Maxwell mansion. Reportedly Lucien
bought from the states four pianos, two for the first floor of the
house and two more for the second. "It still seems to me," a writer
who had visited the house as a child recalled after many years, "a
little overdone, even now!"18
The house was only one of several structures Maxwell had built
on the south bank of the Cimarron. There was a large wooden
barn which reminded one visitor of many he had observed in
Pennsylvania. 19 The structure may not have been entirely suited
to New Mexico, for one of the Indian agents assigned to Cimarron
complained of having to store his annuity goods there, mixed up
with Lucien's "produce and dye stuffs," because they were subject
to the destructive powers of "hundreds of industrious mice."20 In
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another smaller building two Navajo women spent their days
weaving rugs on Indian style looms. 21 Nearby was a general store,
"well filled with everything necessary for a frontier man's life,"
supplying goods to local residents and serving as a wholesaler to a
number of smaller stores in the region. The business must have
been one of Lucien's more profitable activities, for, as William
Hoehene, who did business there for many years, reported, a three
to five hundred percent markup on merchandise was common. 22
Later Lucien acquired a second store in Taos, purchased from a
Jewish merchant named Soloman Beuthner, and run by Henry
Stillman; he purchased a third store in Elizabethtown from Santa
Fe businessman V. S. Shelby.23
Maxwell's most ambitious building project was a massive stone
mill for grinding corn and wheat into flour. Alone among his major buildings, it has survived well over a hundred years and serves
today as a museum dedicated to preserving historic relics of the
area. To supervise its erection, Maxwell had already hired by
1860 a Boston-born engineer, B. M. Blackmore, millwright Emory
Williams, a New Yorker, and a Vermont-born mason, James
Truax. 24 The work must have gone slowly, for in mid-summer
1864, the Santa Fe New Mexican reported that Maxwell, whom
the editor described as "one of our most prominent and successful
stockmen," was building "a grist mill capable of turning out three
hundred barrels of flour per day." The editor added that he
welcomed "all such enterprises ~s indications of the onward progress of our territory."25 Two years later, a visitor found the "lately
finished" mill to be "well and eomplete [sic 1constructed and the
machinery perfect." The excellence of the flour which he saw attested to the general success of the undertaking. 26
The mill, too, turned a handsome profit for Maxwell. In addition to supplying food for the Indian agency which was located at
the ranch after 1861, Maxwell found ready markets for corn meal
and wheat flour among the growing towns of New Mexico and
Colorado and sold substantial quantities to the military headquarters at Fort Union. During the Civil War, when New Mexico
was cut off for many months from trade to the south, there was a
greater demand for grain, wheat, and oats than could be supplied,
and prices were correspondingly inflated. As a result, as John D.
Lee reported, once the mill was .complete, it kept grinding "most

10
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Below: Map of the Maxwell Land Grant. Courtesy Special Collections, Zimmerman
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all the. time" just to keep up with the increasing demand. 27 The
mill also played an important roll in the personal life of Maxwell,
for it was there where his eldest daughter Virginia secretly married Indian agent A. S. B. Keyes, and enraged her disapproving
father. 28
Besides Maxwell and his family, a substantial community grew
up along the Cimarron. Except for Jesus Abreu and a man named
Valdez who lived on the Rayado, all residents, recalled Albert W.
Archibald, were "in some manner the tenants of Maxwell."29
Many resided in the Maxwell mansion itself. Rancher A. J.
Calhoun recalled that whenever he was working for Lucien or
during frequent visits he "lived in the house as one of the family."
William R. Walker characterized the Maxwell residence as "the
resort of old-timers," recalling that people came there from far
and near-army officers, retired mountain men, and aging pioneers. 30 Most area residents came originally from Rayado: Calvin
Jones, who had known Maxwell since the 1840s, reported that
when Lucien left the Rayado, he took "the whole outfit with him."
Others came from Mora, Taos, or other towns in the region. The
majority were Mexican-Americans, Sandovals and Vigils, Montoyas, Garcias, and Lobatos, the ancestors of families whose
names still fill the telephone books and adorn the rural mail boxes
of northeastern New Mexico. 31
Irving Howbert wrote that when he visited Maxwell's "a considerable part" of the land in the area was being worked by
"tenants or peons belonging to Maxwell" and estimated their total
number at a thousand;32 John D. Lee recalled that when he first
went to the Cimarron. in the mid-1860s, men working under Maxwell were cultivating land along the Cimarron from the mouth of
the Cimarron Canyon to the river's intersection with the Ponil,
seven or eight miles, and along the Ponilfrom the mouth of its canyon to the Cimarron, another five or six miles. 33 Henry Inman
guessed the number of farmers at five hundred, adding that even
though many were peons whose perpetual indebtedness prevented
them from leaving with impunity, Maxwell was "not a hard governor, and his people reallyloved him, as he was ever their friend
and advisor."34 Benjamin H. Eaton, who later became Governor
of the State of Colorado, no doubt exaggerated in describing
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himself as "one of Maxwell's peons," but he and many othersAnglos as well as Mexican-Americans-who began farming on
Maxwell's land later became well-known and successful farmers,
businessmen, or professionals. 35
At the bottom of the social ladder was a class of Indian slaves,
nearly always women and children. During the 1850s and
1860s, Mexican-American soldiers were frequently encouraged to
go to war with the Navajo Indians with promises that they could
retain as personal slaves or booty any Indian captives they acquired. Maxwell, like many New Mexicans of the time, purchased
Indians, who were forced to carry out the most burdensome and
disagreeable tasks with no hope of freedom. In Lucien's house, for
example, the government census taker found in 1850 and again a
decade later, and still in 1870, Indian servants, children aged
seven or nine or thirteen, whose birthplace could be given with no
more certainty than "Navajo Indian c()untry."36 Many took the
Maxwell name, and one, Deluvina Maxwell, became famous as a
friend of bandit Billy the Kid. 37
The importance of the Maxwell ranch received official recognition in 1861 when the United States government established a post
office at what was now to be known as Cimarron. The first postmaster, not surprisingly, was Lucien Maxwell. 3s That same year
Maxwell's became a stop on the newly-established Missouri Stage
Company line connecting Kansas City with Santa Fe,39 and in
1868 the opening of a telegraph office at Lucien's connected
Cimarron directly with the East. 40
The empire which Lucien Maxwell established during the 1850s
and 1860s was based primarily on agriculture. "The sources of his
wealth," concluded Colonel Inman, "were his cattle, sheep, and
the products of his area of cultivated acres-barley, oats, and corn
principally. . . . "41 In 1864 the Santa Fe New Mexican reported
that the grain raised at Lucien's ranch was "immense in quantity"
and that Maxwell owned hundreds of cattle, mostly cows, "of improved breeds from the states." Even earlier Lucien had shown
Albert W. Archibald a thoroughbred bull which he had imported
at a cost of between $1,500 and $2,000. 42 By 1866 Lucien had
become interested in sheep raising. One visitor was impressed that
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he had bought a Spanish Merino from Vermont for the princely
sum of $2,000. That might seem expensive, the writer explained,
"but he is more than worth it to a man who has between twentyfive and thirty-thousand head in his flocks."43 Maxwell's introduction of high quality sheep, William A. Bell concluded, had
"conferred a great benefit on the country. Maxwell's horses, his
dogs, even his chickens, were reportedly "of the same style-the
best that can be had."H
As his wealth increased, Maxwell became increasingly interested in fine race horses. Irving Howbert, during his 1865 visit
to the ranch, found "many fine blooded horses, several of which
were noted race animals." Near the house Lucien built a race
track where people from all over New Mexico witnessed
matches. 4s Another frequent visitor, Colonel Inman, reported that
Lucien's "stud" included "some of the fleetest animals in the Territory," adding that "had he lived in England, he might have
ruled the turf." In May of 1865 Maxwell's interest in racing led
him to employ Squire T. Hart to take charge of the horses. For the
next six years Hart ran Maxwell's horses against some of the best
in the southwest. "He run [sic] a race every week or two," Hart
recalled in his old age, "and sometimes every day."46 Upcoming
races were frequently announced in the Pueblo, Colorado, and
Santa Fe papers, often with predictions that high stakes would be
bet on the outcomes. 47
As the Cimarron ranch became better established, visitors commonly stopped there for the night on their way between the states
and Santa Fe. Some were unable to proceed because of high water,
severe storms, or the fall of darkness; others deliberately took advantage of an opportunity to meet and spend an evening with a
man whose fame was rapidly spreading. "A man is always welcome to Maxwell," reported one visitor, while another noted that
Lucien was "one of the kindest, most generous and charitable men
that lives."48 One of Lucien's granddaughters, Adelina Welborn,
recalled years later how much Maxwell enjoyed having guests and
how the housekeepers knew to keep the massive dining room table
set for "dozens of people at each meal." "Seldom," she went on,
"was there a vacant place."49 William Walker recalled having
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seen as many as fifty people sitting down to a meal at Maxwell's.
There were so many guests to feed that Maxwell had a beef killed
every day or two and ten or twelve sheep daily.50
Even unexpected visitors were treated well. William Walker
recalled that once he was conducting business at Fort Union when
the doctor asked him to take some medicine to Maxwell. "I got to
his house about 10 0' clock at night," Walker recalled years later.
Maxwell was still up, and the two men went to the barn, put up
the horses, and returned to the house. Even though it was late at
night, Lucien called an Indian woman to prepare supper, and
after eating the two retired to Lucien's room where they talked until midnight.51
On at least one occasion, however, Maxwell's hospitality failed
to live up to its usual standard. It was near midnight when the
coach carrying the first Sisters of Charity to come to New Mexico
arrived at Cimarron. "The people were all asleep," recalled Sister
Mallon, and there were "Indians lying about." The male passengers and the driver quickly disappeared, but the nuns, not knowing whether the Indians were "savage or civilized," spent the
night huddled together in the coach. The next morning, when "the
people found we were there," she continued, "they invited us in to
breakfast which invitation was gladly accepted." "Mrs. Maxwell
treated us very kindly." The breakfast included hot green chili, the
first time the sisters had encountered this New Mexico specialty.
"Each one kept quiet about the hot dish until all got well burned."
Then, Sister Mallon confessed with embarrassment years later,
came the exclamations, "Oh, I am burning Up."52
There was never a charge for eating or sleeping at Maxwell's.
Frequently, jockey Squire Hart recalled, when a man would ask
Maxwell·for his bill after an overnight stay, Lucien would reply
with "What in hell have I sold to you?" "Why I have stayed all
night with you, sir," came the reply. "Why I don't keep a hotel,"
rebutted Maxwell, ending the conversation. 53 According to
another widely repeated tale, one morning after he had enjoyed
food and lodging from Lucien, a well-to-do easterner approached
his host to ask how much he owed. This time Maxwell, angered at
the suggestion that he would take money for his hospitality,
retorted that the charge would be twenty dollars. The astonished
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Irian had no choice but to pay and handed over a crisp federal
greenback. With all the arrogance he could muster, Maxwell
rolled up the bill, lit it at the fireplace, and used it to light his
cigar. 54
Such displays led many of Maxwell's visitors to assess his character and demeanor. "Maxwell is a well-built man, with a fine
face," reported one observer, "in which one sees the determination and self-reliance which had made him what he is, one of the
most prominent men in New Mexico."55 A writer in the New Mexican added that he was "one of the most marked men, in the
qualities of his character, to be found in any territory."
"Nothing," he continued, "about him is narrow or diminutive. He
is beloved and esteemed by his neighbors and dependents. He is a
man of no personal parade. He is severely plain and unostentacious [sic]." His character was such that he would "face a regiment
of tortures sooner than indulge for a moment the consciousness of
mean action." "Such is Lucien B. Maxwell-he is an eminent illustration of what great energy and integrity can accomplish in
this land. "56
William R. Walker, a soldier at Fort Union during the 1860s
and a frequent visitor to Maxwell's, estimated that Lucien's influence extended "all over New Mexico, more or less, at least 100
miles around him." "What was it," a questioner probed, "that
enabled him to wield such power and influence?" "His generosity,
hospitality, and disposition to do what was right by everybody
and to treat everybody right, and his known bravery and manly
way of dealing with everybody," Walker continued, won him
"respect and confidence." But there was more: Maxwell's "firmness of will." "Where his mind was set on accomplishing an object," Walker continued, "there was nothing to prevent him from
attempting to carry it out regardless of danger or cost or anything
that stood in his way."57 "People looked up to Maxwell as a kind
of prince because he owned his grant property," reported another
observer, adding that he was the kind of man who would have
been a leader "if he had not had an acre of land." "They generally
sought his advice."58
Other stories recounted Lucien's generosity. Maurice LeDuc, an
aging fur trapper, was living at the Cimarron in 1866 or 1867
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when he became ill. Hopeful that the waters at Las Vegas Hot
Springs could cure him, he helped himself to one of Maxwell's
strongest burros, packed his few possessions aboard, and without
asking permission or saying a word to Maxwell headed south to
Las Vegas where he found a room and began daily visits to the
springs. One day he heard that Lucien was staying at one of the
town's hotels. According to the report of the man with whom
LeDuc was staying, he "buckled on an old single-barrelled pistol
that he had, put a knife in his belt and went over to the hotel."
Coming up to Maxwell from the back, his right hand crossed to his
pistol, he "struck an attitude, and shouted 'Hulloa, Maxwell.' "
Lucien turned, recognized LeDuc, and laughed. "Maybe you
think I stole your burro," said Maurice, adding that Maxwell was
welcome to take the animal back. "You keep the burro, Maurice,
he's yours," came the response; ''I'll give him to you, and if there's
anything else you want, just let me know." Anytime he got tired of
Las Vegas, Maxwell encouraged LeDuc to come back to his house
to stay. "Just make yourself at home, and stay there as long as you
want to. "59
Such generosity reflected only one side of Maxwell's personality,
however, for, probably unrevealed to most of those who knew him
only on the basis of brief and infrequent visits to the Cimarron
mansion, Lucien could also be brutal. Inman recorded a revealing
story about Maxwell's handling of money. It seems that despite the
fact that he often kept large accumulations of gold, silver, greenbacks, and government securities in his house, Maxwell refused to
acquire a safe and kept all his cash in the bottom drawer of a
dresser. When Inman questioned the safety of such an insecure
place, Maxwell "only smiled, while a strange resolute look flashed
from his dark eyes, as he said: 'God help the man who attempted
to rob me and I knew him.' "60
Others perceived the same determination. "He was a man that
nothing in the world would prevent him from accomplishing what
he undertook to do," testified William R. Walker, "in fact no one
ever dared to . . . stand in the way of anything that he started to
accomplish." Squire Hart, another Maxwell confidant, reckoned
that it was "not safe for a man to oppose him." "I mean," he explained, "I think he would be a dangerous man to op-
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pose. . . . "61 William Hoehne, a Trinidad businessman, had
he~rd similar reports. "His reputation was when he undertook
anything he would carry it out, whether right or wrong." "I never
saw the man in all my life," concluded pioneer Jacob Beard, who
knew Maxwell for years, "that wielded as much influence over the
community, people of all classes and kinds, ages and sexes, as
he. H62
Moreover, Maxwell carried out such threats often enough to be
taken seriously. Calvin Jones recalled that "his power was just as
if he owned the whole outfit, the same as a man who owned slaves
in the south before the war." To illustrate his point, Jones recalled
a typical incident:
If a Mexican servant didn't suit him or did anything against his
orders, he took a board or a plank or anything he could get hold of,
and whipped him with it. I knew him to tie up one man, a Mexican,
and shave off the side of his head close to the skin with a butcher
knife, then he struck him fifteen or twenty lashes with a cowhide,
and told him if he ever caught him on the place again, he would
kill him. Some twelve or fifteen years [later], he came back with
a bunch of stolen horses, and Maxwell did kill him. 63

Moreover, Maxwell saw himself as the arbiter of what he defined as justice. He once told Squire Hart that when two Mexicans
sued one another, "he made both tell their stories, and then he
would settle it right there, and make them stand· for it."64
Another time two men broke into Maxwell's store and stole several
hundred dollars worth of goods, together with a prized horse. A
private posse sent after the bandits caught one of them trying to
sell the loot near Rayado and returned him to the Cimarron. Lucien reportedly locked a forty-pound log chain around the unfortunate's neck and locked him in a cellar. Two days later, during
which the man had been allowed neither food nor water, Maxwell
exclaimed, "I forgot my prisoner," and called on his employees to
produce the accused. Maxwell ordered him stripped naked, tied to
a post, and administered twenty-five lashes with a cowhide whip.
Lucien became irritated because the hide had not been laid on
with sufficient vigor, and ordered that the prisoner be released
and the whipper stripped and tied. "I will show you how to whip a

-
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Cimarron, N.M. of 1877. Picture taken from the mesa east of town looking southwest. Note flour mill in background and government corral at
right. The Maxwell home is in the center foreground. Photo courtesy Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
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thief," he lectured, striking the man fourteen or fifteen times until
he fainted. "Now when I put you to whip a man," he admonished
after the man had revived, "I want you to do it as I whipped
yoU."65
Nor did Maxwell tolerate interference from law enforcement
agencies. An Indian servant who had belonged to the Bents lived
at Maxwell's following the death of his master. During a visit to
Taos the. man "got in a row" and cut several men quite seriously.
When a Taos constable appeared at Maxwell's to arrest the Indian, however, Lucien refused to turn him over, allegedly shooting
his pistol "off in the man's face and around his head." He
"punched him around with it," an observer reported, "and told
him to go back and tell the justice to come after him himself, and
not to send a constable, as no man could take a man out of his
possession. "66
Explaining Maxwell's seemingly enigmatic character is difficult
until it is recalled that accounts praising his generosity and kindness generally came from Anglos whom Lucien was entertaining
and upon whom he looked with respect, even awe, when they
visited his home. He was a gracious host to them and no doubt
endeavored mightily to show his generosity and kindness. On the
other hand, those who suffered his tyranny were Hispanics, usually poor farmers using Maxwell's land in exchange for a share of
the proceeds or peons whose indebtedness left them few options.
Maxwell expected them to obey his every word, to accept his
supremacy without question. "What was Mr. Maxwell's reputation among the Mexicans, generally in northern New Mexico?" an
attorney asked Calvin Jones. " . . . they feared him as being a
blood-thirsty, overbearing man," came the response. 61 "Did Maxwell intimidate people?" William Hoehne was asked. "He was
king of that whole country," he answered, "and had Indians and
Mexicans just to do what he bid them to." Just how much influence did he exercise? "He had perfect control," recalled Daniel
Taylor. 68
Even generosity on the part of a Mexican-American could be
dangerous. On one occasion Maxwell sent a box containing seven
or eight thousand dollars east on the stage. The box somehow fell
off and was found by Mexican who came to Lucien to ask if it

a
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was his. "What box?" asked Maxwell. "Containing money &
checks for large amount; here it is," the man replied. Rather than
show gratefulness, however, Maxwell pulled twenty-five cents
from his pocket and offered it to the man. "Here; go and buy a
rope and hang yourself," he reportedly told the man. "If you
found a box like that you ought to know enough to keep it. "69
By the late 1860s, Maxwell found it increasingly difficult to
maintain the level of control he desired. Beginning in 1866 thousands of gold-seekers intruded into the Cimarron region. Few were
willing to take advice from Maxwell, and many openly ignored his
orders either to leave the grant or sign leases. Business affairs
became increasingly complex, taxing Maxwell's financial acumen
and forcing him to rely on outsiders for advice and assistance.
Moreover, the presence of Utes and Apaches of the Cimarron
agency created continuing tension between settlers and Indians. "I
am tired of this place from the Indians and the new-corners on the
land," he told Maurice Brunswick, whom he offered to sell "everything I have got" for $200,000. 70
Brunswick showed no serious interest, but throughout 1869
Maxwell conferred with other, wealthier investors. Late in May he
signed an option with Coloradans Jerome B. Chaffee, George M.
Chilcott, and Charles F. Holly. Early in 1870, having found
potential purchasers in Britain, the trio completed the purchase
and transferred their rights to what was called the Maxwell Land
Grant and Railway Company.71 Soon Maxwell left Cimarron,
moving his family and many of the Mexican-Americans and Indians who had worked for him to a new ranch at the abandoned
Fort Sumner Indian reservation in southeastern New Mexico. He
remained there until his death July 25, 1875. 72
The fifteen years during which Lucien Maxwell reigned as master of the Cimarron constitutes an important transitional phase of
New Mexico territorial history. In many ways, his success epitomized the opportunities open to ambitious, hard-working, imaginative individuals on a rapidly developing frontier. Within a few
years he had founded and enlarged a new town, seen thousands of
acres come into agricultural production, and begun to exploit the
rich natural resources of the area. But Lucien Maxwell's life also
reveals a darker side of New Mexico history. The forces of institutionalized government and law enforcement not having yet estab-
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lished their supremacy, men like Maxwell could exercise excessive
personal power. He became the law and enjoyed the opportunity
to oppress those with whom he came into contact. And too often
his will was exercised largely against Mexican-Americans, revealing ethnic prejudices which persisted for generations after Maxwell's death.
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TRANSITIONS IN PUEBLO AGRICULTURE,
1938-1948
JAMES A. VLASICH

AGRICULTURE HAS BEEN A MAJOR CONCERN for the Pueblo Indians from time immemorial. It is an activity inextricably interwoven with the religion, government, and, in essence, the very
existence of the Pueblos. l For centuries, crop raising was the basis
of the Pueblos' subsistence economy. This practice persisted
through the Spanish, Mexican, and early American periods. The
only changes in Pueblo agriculture during this time were the introduction of new crops and implements and the codification of
legal systems governing farming irrigation.
During their earlier periods of wardship, the Pueblo Indians accepted and incorporated certain agricultural innovations while rejecting others. Basically, the Pueblo diet consisted of corn, beans,
squash, and whatever meat could be secured by hunting. 2 . Although new crops were added during the Spanish period, they did
not have a dynamic impact on the Pueblo diet. Also, the Indians
preferred the planting stick to the plow and depended on silt
deposits from spring floods for fertilizer instead of animal wastes.
Anthropologists have noted that the Pueblos had a proclivity to
resist dramatic changes in their culture while adopting certain foreign modifications. This practice, dubbed compartmentalization,
entailed integration of only those innovations that did not cause
major alterations in the Pueblos' ancient cultural traditions. 3
Their basic patterns would, in the main, continue. While not all
the Pueblos shared this view, it was a concept that shaped federal
policy. The Bureau of Indian Affairs recognized that any farm
program they initiated that ignored this Pueblo trait would be
doomed to partial acceptance at best.
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In the twentieth century, however, the rapid increase of population after decades of stability necessitated alterations in ancient
farming methods. At the turn of the century, the Pueblo Indians of
New Mexico numbered a little more than 9,000. By the early
1930s, this figure increased 20 percent to 11,346. The Pueblo population increased almost 18 percent during the Depression and an
additional 10 percent, to 15,309, through the World War II era. 4
Fortunately, land acquisition programs during this time increased the number of acres that Pueblo Indians owned. The
Pueblo Lands Act of 1924 afforded the natives compensation
money for land, water rights, and reclamation. These funds not
only introduced the Pueblos to a cash economy but also enabled
them to finance additional land purchases. As a result, fifteen of
the Pueblo tribes bought 47,054 acres. While the acquisition of
much-needed acreage may have appeared to solve the problem of
an increasing population, the benefits of the new land were limited, since the Pueblos irrigated only 2,869 acres or 6 percent of
the land purchased through compensation funds. s
Like most people in the United States, the Pueblos felt the impact of the Depression. Crafts, tourism, and off-reservation work,
which had helped to bolster their economy before 1930, suffered
in the decade that followed. As an adjunct to the New Deallegislation, Congress passed the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) in
1934. In part, this act provided for the establishment of sound Indian economies. The Indian New Deal, however, posed a threat to
the established traditions among the Pueblo agriculturalists, and,
as a result, the IRA had no immediate impact on the Pueblos.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs sought to implement New Deal
programs on Pueblo reservations. In 1935, as a measure to increase bureaucratic efficiency, Commissioner of Indian Affairs
John Collier, formed the United Pueblos Agency (UPA) with headquarters in Albuquerque and named Dr. Sophie Aberle to replace
the three superintendents of the northern, southern, and Zuni
jurisdictions. Given the precarious climate of the arid regions of
New Mexico, the Pueblo Indians required modern agricultural expertise to increase their output and feed their rapidly expanding
population. Therefore, Collier decided to seek aid from the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) to rehabilitate eroded land. 6
The Indian Division of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCCill) was the first New Deal agency to exert a profound impact on
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Pueblo agriculture. Collier and the leaders of the Indian Bureau
argued that Indians should have their own branch of the CCe. In
April of 1933, President Roosevelt approved this idea and allocated almost six million dollars for work on land restoration. The
Commissioner wished to help the Indians maintain their subsistence-level agriculture and improve their farming techniques
through educational programs. The ecc maintenance work
camps established for the Indians, unlike non-Indian work centers,
resembled the reservation community. Since the Pueblos were
reluctant to accept government innovations, however, the instructive efforts of the CCC-ID progressed slowly, making little headway until 1938. 7
CCC activities were handled differently for the Pueblos than for
most tribes throughout the country. Superintendent Aberle, who
exercised almost complete independence in her administration,
controlled the activities of the cce with little interference from
the Indian Bureau. The duties of the CCC leaders among the
Pueblos, unlike those on other reservations, were carried out by officials from the SCS and the Soil Erosion Service (SES). Therefore,
the work of these organizations had a strong influence on the
Pueblo cec program. 8
Petty jealousies between the SCS and the Indian Bureau, however, soon led to conflict between the two groups. Although the
Conservation Service maintained that the Pueblos should rapidly
adopt its programs, the conservative Indians were not willing to
accept passively radical government innovations. Bureau officials,
more aware of this tendency among the Pueblos than personnel of
the SCS, were stymied by the aggressiveness of the Conservation
Service. The Department of Agriculture, which funded the SCS,
thought that its methods should not be questioned by the Bureau
and, as a result of the conflict, tried to secure drastic cuts in the
funds for the Pueblo CCC program in 1938. 9
Despite these conflicts, the CCC moved ahead. One of its activities was well drilling. These wells were designed to replace or
supplement existing domestic water supply systems; many of the
Pueblos used this water on garden plots located within the villages. In 1939 engineer Alan Laflin scheduled projects at Isleta,
Sandia, San Juan, Santa Ana, Zuni, and Acoma. The Irrigation
Division handled work at Zuni and Acoma while maintenance
forces constructed the other four projects. Laflin estimated the
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cost of these projects at $12,400, adding that the Zuni construction work would be delayed if the funds were insufficient. lo
Naturally, this decision would be unpopular at Zuni. It would
alienate further a group already resentful of the consolidation efforts of the United Pueblos Agency.
Another function of the CCC-ID was the development of
springs. In 1939, Assistant Field Aide William Rapp encouraged
the immediate commencement of work on these projects. While
springs usually had been used for stockwatering, Rapp suggested
that if they could be used for domestic purposes, the Conservation
Corps should make this water supply available for community
use. In more remote areas, springs might be used to irrigate land
otherwise unsuitable for agriculture. II
An adequate w.ater supply for the Pueblos also concerned
officials. At the turn of the century, the federal government had
constructed reservoirs for Pueblo Indians who were without a constant water supply. Unfortunately, as a result of silt collection,
many of these reservoirs were no longer capable of holding an adequate water supply. The inadequacy of the reservoirs was a major
concern of the Indian Bureau and Dr. Aberle. Conservationist
T. P. Bixby of the Department of the Interior asked the Pueblo
superintendent how much silt removal work needed to be done.
After obtaining this information, Bixby hoped to purchase the
equipment necessary to restore Pueblo reservoirs to their full
carrying capacity.l2
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) was another New Deal program that influenced changing agricultural
practices of the Pueblos. Recognizing that agriculture had suffered greatly throughout the 1920s, New Dealers thought that
prompt action should be taken to raise farm prices. In 1933 Congress established the AAA to carry out this goal. Because the
organization hoped to encourage soil-building methods, American
farmers were offered government subsidies for withdrawing acreage from production. Realizing the importance of these measures,
the Indian Service urged that the AAA include Indian farmlands.
Activities for the AAA on Indian reservations differed only in that
Indian Service extension personnel were employed to administer
the program.
In 1939 this New Deal program was extended to the Pueblo In-
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dians, who began to receive money for soil-building programs.
Under the AAA, payments were made to the Pueblos for renovation, planting, leveling, manure-plowing, and fertilizer use. For
renovating alfalfa fields through the elimination of grass and
weeds, the Indians received $0.75 per acre. Planting new alfalfa
fields paid $3.00 per acre, and leveling land paid $6.50 per acre.
This latter process was more lucrative than other innovations
because it allowed the land to be irrigated with a smaller amount
of water, it controlled erosion, and it avoided the burning of high
spots and the drowning of low areas. The Pueblos also received
$1.50 per acre for plowing under green manure crops and applying commercial fertilizers. 13
A survey of eight of the pueblos in 1939, as seen on page 31
(Table 1), shows the impact of the AAA program on alfalfa planting, land renovation, green manure plowing, and parity checks. I.
These statistics indicate that most of the pueblos surveyed were
reluctant to become involved in the AAA program. Their natural
tendency to reject government innovations remained dominant.
For many Indians, concepts of the administration were difficult to
understand. Why should the federal government pay a farmer for
not growing crops in an area he had used for years? Accustomed
to using silt as fertilizer, Indians reacted negatively to the use.of
manure as compost. These figures also reveal that Taos alone
received more than 40 percent of these AAA benefits, and along
with Picuris and San Juan collected more than 80 percent of the
administration's funds. At the same time, although the concept of
parity might have seemed alien to the Pueblos, all Indians who
were interviewed participated in the program to some extent.
However, the practice of "compartmentalization" that the
Pueblos had followed for centuries limited the effectiveness of this
New Deal program on their reservations.
Interest in technical assistance, on the other hand, was increasing among the Pueblos. Regulations that governed AAA activities
became more stringent each year, and the acting director of the
Land-Use Division, Dan T. O'Neill, feared that Indians would lose
some benefits if their activities were not approved. O'Neill suggested that the Pueblos needed range assistance from the Soil Conservation Service, but they did not require technical advice for
their farm programs. IS However, Antonio Abeita of Isleta Pueblo
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requested "an 'honest to goodness' farm agent down here-a white
man that [sic] would contact the Indian farmers, in view of combating the many farm problems that arise. "16
By 1940, benefits to the Pueblos from the AAA program were
increasing. In April of that year, economist L. B. Liljenquist met
with officers and family heads at Cochiti to discuss the AAA farm
and range programs. After the meeting, twenty-six Cochiti
farmers signed applications allowing them to take part in AAA
farm activities during 1940. Undoubtedly the payments made to
the ten farmers who participated in the soil-building program in
1939 were an incentive to others. Many of the farmers applied
part of their Triple A money as payment on debts that had accumulated in their reimbursable accounts. 17
Information about the administration's payment programs
spread unevenly throughout the Pueblo region. Although the
United Pueblos Agency had hoped that New Deal legislation
would be widely accepted among the Pueblos, even the Agency's
more moderate efforts were thwarted on the conservative reservations. Dr. Aberle wrote the governor of the Jemez Pueblo at the
end of 1940 to explain the benefits, purposes, and procedures of
the AAA, and to assure the governor that the program was not
designed to steal Indian land. She stressed that the government
had no claim to the improved land. Aberle also reminded the
governor that payments Indians received did not have to be
repaid. IS Despite these assurances, a few Pueblos still feared
federal interference in their agricultural programs.
With the assistance of the Triple A and the CCC-ID on Pueblo
reservations, some Indians took advantage of the land obtained
through acquisition programs. In addition, the soil conservation
efforts of the AAA allowed Pueblos to make better use of their
traditional farmlands. Table 2 on the following page shows the
relationships among total acres, farmland, cropland, rangeland,
and population for the Pueblos in 1940. The cropland figures
represent that portion of available farmland being cultivated. 19
These figures reveal that most of the Pueblo land was used for
grazing. Rangeland accounted for almost 90 percent of the total
acreage, while cropland made up only 1.4 percent. Almost half of
the arable acreage was not being cultivated. The number of cultivated acres per person shows the extent to which each community
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TABLE I: PUEBLO AAA PAYMENTS-I 939
Pueblo
Taos
Picuris
San Juan

Alfalfa
$61.80

Manure

Renovation
$4.95

$4.20

12.00
45.00

Parity

Total

$265.73

$336.68

87.72

99.72

180.00

225.00

58.00

58.00

Santa Clara
San I1defonso
Nambe
Pojoaque

15.00

16.28

41.76

56.76

3.85

6.85

22.55

22.55

$675.89

$821.84

3.00

Tesuque
Total

16.28

$136.80

$4.95

$4.20

TABLE 2: PUEBLO ACREAGE FIGURES-I 940

Pueblo

Total
Acreage

Farmland

Cropland

Rangeland

Population"

Cultivated
Acres
Per Person

Isleta

185,295

4,683

3,006

180,612

1,304

2.31

Sandia

20,974

1,618

765

19,356

5.50

Acoma
Laguna

150,294
240,773

1,850

1,113

115,622

139
1,322

3,400

1,570

2,686

Zuni

334,361

231,993
299,251

2,319

0.58
1.07

20,502

273
235
767

1.48
2.03
0.98

0.84

Santa Ana

24,860

6,300
714

2,485
595

Zia

16,689

650

327

Jemez
San Felipe

33,013
41,471

1,600

1,369

13,584
29,995

3,230

1,035

36,071

Santo Domingo

70,952

3,478

1,329

65,271

697
1,017

Cochiti

23,641

702

21,250

346

Santa Clara

45,200

1,364
700

520

44,500

528

Tesuque

17,078
19,282

290

190

16,298

147

1.29

600

279
43

18,273

144

10,794

25

1.94
1.72

401

14,540

147

2.73

Nambe
Pojoaque
San I1defonso

19,989

50
720

Picuris
Taos

14,975
22,798

220
4,800

11,593

2.18
1.39
1.78
1.31

186

8,848

115

1.62

2,015

16,134

830

2.43

Sanjuan

12,329

1,250

922

11,079

702

1.31

Totals

1,305,567

37,517

18,852

1,173,973

13,743

1.37
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depended on agriculture. For example, while Zuni devoted more
acres to agriculture than any other tribe, this practice did not
dominate their economy. On the other hand, Sandia had only onethird as many acres in cultivation as Zuni, but no other Pueblo
emphasized crop growing to such an extent. For the Pueblos to
develop the full potential of their farmland, more government aid
and Indian cooperation were necessary.
AAA regulations were explicit and strictly enforced. In 1941,
for example, the administration's regulations for the United
Pueblos Agency included a stipulation that a deduction would be
made from the subsidy checks of those who planted more acres
than AAA contracts designated. Every participating farmer was
issued a market~ng card which he had to present when he sold his
products to the government. All Indians were required to let administration authorities measure their acreage to see that the land
planted complied with government standards. The AAA contended that an Indian who usually grew less than ten acres of
wheat could benefit from the program. While the agency emphasized the voluntary nature of Pueblo involvement, it did urge
Indian participation. For example, the government would not
guarantee the purchase of Pueblo wheat unless the Indians joined
the program. 21
Government personnel felt that the logic behind their actions
helped to overcome the traditional Pueblo fear of outside interference in their agricultural program. The Pueblos who
adopted federal agricultural programs became more proficient
farmers. Conversely, those who rejected the AAA or did not
adhere to its policies would lose benefits that could help feed the
expanding population. To help overcome Indian reluctance, the
federal government and the UPA pointed to the economic hardships Pueblos had experienced during the Depression.
As population grew in the Pueblo region, demands on the Indians' water supply also increased. The usurpation of Pueblo
water rights by users upstream led to yearly water shortage for
seven of the tribes, and the demands of farmers downstream
caused additional loss of water. The overtaxing of the limited
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water supply in New Mexico affected the Pueblos of Santa Clara,
Tesuque, Nambe, Pojoaque, San Ildefonso, Acoma, and Laguna. 22
In January of 1940, the Upper Rio Grande Drainage Basin Committee held its first meeting. The committee, formed under the National Resources Planning Board, represented state and federal
agencies concerned with Rio Grande irrigation water. The committee's purpose was to allow various parties to discuss irrigation
projects and protest against the possible loss of water rights to new
developments along the river. Because projects in Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas utilized almost all of the water of the Rio
Grande, the future of new irrigation projects among the Pueblos
was in jeopardy.
According to the terms of the Rio Grande Compact which governed these three states, the Pueblos agreed to work with the state
engineer. Generally their projects would have been approved
without much conflict. However, because of complaints from
users downstream, the United Pueblos Agency was required to
submit a list of future irrigation developments for those Indians in
the Rio Grande watershed. Acting Agency Superintendent Alan
Laflin feared that the long list of projects, which required approximately 25,000 acre-feet of water, would not receive approval
from the Basin Committee. He thought that if the projects were
submitted in a piecemeal fashion, the probability .of approval
would be considerably better. 23 Laflin was also reluctant to submit a list of projects which might be interpreted as a complete
forecast of future Pueblo irrigation undertakings and therefore
lead to limitations on the potential of Indian agricultural development. He informed the Planning Board that his present inventory
was temporary and that he would revise it in the future. However,
knowing that there would be no funds available after the end of
the 1940-41 fiscal year, Laflin was pessimistic about the future of
Pueblo irrigation plans.
All of the Pueblo irrigation projects remained under investigation until March of 1940. It was desirable to start construction
during the following summer because vast amounts of labor were
needed to maintain older ditches and expand the irrigation system

,
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so Pueblos could develop their agricultural program. Laflin
estimated the total cost for irrigation construction at
$2,200,500. 24
PROPOSED IRRIGATION COST LIST FOR 1940-41
Acoma
Cochiti
Isleta
Jemez
Laguna
Nambe

$140.000
107,000
127,000
83,000
160,000
83,000

Picuris
Pojoaque
Sandia
San Felipe
San Ildefonso
San Juan

$

9,500
15,000
111,500
90,000
69,500
96,500

Santa Ana
Santa Clara
Santo Domingo

$ 34,500
150,000

Taos
Tesuque

147,500
325,000
89,000

Zia
Zuni

68,500
294,000

The federal government, of course, could not anticipate natural
disasters, and thus it was not prepared in the late spring of 1941
when the Rio Grande overflowed its banks for almost two months.
This catastrophe inundated more than 50,000 acres of land above
the Elephant Butte Reservoir. The damages and emergency measures cost approximately $1,678,800. Since the flooding also involved the entire Rio Grande watershed, small farms along the
tributary systems suffered land and crop 10sses. 25 The results of the
flood were devastating to the subsistence economy of the Pueblo
Indians in this region. In some areas, many acres of cultivated
land were washed away, and additional farm acreage was sufficiently flooded to cause severe crop loss. The United Pueblos
Agency applied for federal aid, and Dr. Aberle estimated that
$153,700 in additional funds would be required to repair flood
damages and to prevent further destruction. Concerned about
future flood damage among the Pueblos, the Agency urged immediate action on bank protection. Both the Irrigation Division
and Soil Moisture Conservation Operation Division (SMCO)
would work with the CCC-ID to construct protection projects for
the Pueblos, Dr. Aberle estimated that approximately $70,000 of
the regular funds appropriated for the CCC and the SMCO could
be put toward the total cost of repair work. 26
The plans to increase the construction projects on irrigation
canals and to supply flood protection presented no threat to traditional Pueblo lifestyles. On the contrary, these projects would
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enhance the agricultural programs of the Indians by increasing
arable acreage and repairing faulty aqueducts. For this reason,
the Pueblos were willing to accept government assistance with
these projects. Such was not the case, however, for agricultural
education programs which attempted to reverse traditional concepts.
In the summer of 1940, Dr. Aberle held a meeting to discuss better coordination between the extension division and the boarding
school agricultural programs under the jurisdiction of the UPA.
Two large boarding schools at Santa Fe and Albuquerque had approximately 550 and 700 students, respectively. Both schools emphasized vocational training, including instruction in craftwork
and agricultural techniques. 27 At the meeting, one member of the
Agency argued that education should be directed toward a more
profitable use of Indian homelands. Others at the conference
began to evaluate Pueblo resources and to design specific procedures in the extension division and the schools which would help
the Pueblos use their land more efficiently. In an attempt to carry
out these procedures, officials divided the Pueblos into five groups
according to similarities in physical resources, industry, and initiative: Taos and Picuris; Tewa Pueblos; Middle Rio Grande·
Pueblos; Acoma and Laguna; and Zuni.
First, conference attendees proposed a winter agricultural
course for adults. However, because of myriad problems in the different Indian villages, two members suggested that adults be
trained at local day schools. A plan to instruct a particular adult
in each Pueblo and use him as an advisor was rejected because of
the long training period involved and the lack of influence that the
trainee might have on his community. Mr. Laflin suggested that
the increased irrigation construction for the Pueblos was a waste
since the canals already exceeded the Indians' ability to utilize
land. Noting the Pueblos' dislike for innovations in methods and
implements, he concluded that only by educating young Indians
at the boarding schools could modern ideas be initiated on the
reservations.
UPA personnel generally agreed that Pueblos could increase
their subsistence level economy by cultivating unused irrigable
lands. It was imperative that they develop those lands quickly,
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since pueblos in the District would have to pay their operation and
maintenance charges after 1944. At this time, the Agency was not
overly concerned about economic diversification but rather emphasized the need for agricultural expansion to feed the increasing
Indian population.
The Agency committee suggested thal vegetables raised at the
Albuquerque Indian School could be used at the boarding schools
and the UPA hospital. They also mentioned that, in the event of
war, the government might establish farms to cope with food
shortages. Similar action had been taken when there was a lack of
food in the First World War. 28 In 1940, however, no one could
have realized the impact war would have on the Pueblo agricultural economy.
The New Deal programs for the Pueblos laid the basis for future
government innovations. Although the federal government had
tried previously to impose agricultural programs, the Pueblos had
always preserved their traditional concepts. During the Depression, however, conditions were ripe for a change. Because of the
Indians' drastic poverty, the federal government and the Agency
had been able to introduce the AAA and CCC-ID methods for increasing- farm production. To help the sagging Pueblo economy
through better land utilization, the Agency had also begun to concentrate on agricultural education. Aware of Indian propensity to
resist change in cultural traditions, the UPA had not tried to impose educational programs directly on the reservations. Rather,
the Agency sensed that introducing new farming methods to
Pueblo youths in boarding schools would ultimately lead to
greater acceptance of their programs.
Although World War II dealt a blow to the New Deal programs,
the Agency's desire to revolutionize Pueblo agriculture continued.
To boost agricultural production, the Agency began to implement
ideas designed to modernize Pueblo agriculture. To meet these
ends, the UPA emphasized vocational agriculture programs in the
Santa Fe and Albuquerque schools.
A report on the progress of these schools in January 1942 indicated that more classroom instruction was necessary to make
the program efficient. Walter Nations, who was responsible for
the report, suggested that half of each day be spent in the
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classroom and the other part devoted to individual projects. 29 This
concept of dealing individually with the students embodied a
philosophy that the federal government thought crucial to any
change in the Pueblos' subsistence economy. It was the Agency's
goal to emphasize individualism, through stronger competition
among farmers, in order to change the Indians' subsistence
economy.
The immediate objective of this vocational program was the
utilization of irrigated land to its maximum potential. To correlate educational and reservation activities, schools taught
students methods of irrigation and agriculture compatible with
their previous experiences. The Agency also attempted to make its
activities among the Pueblos more pervasive. Since the draft had
depleted Indian manpower, the extension agent encouraged girls
to obtain vocational training in agriculture at the schools.
In addition to these programs, other changes were introduced.
Because of the shortage of certain food items during the war, the
federal government emphasized nutrition and asked students to
grow crops diversifying and balancing their diets. 30 Although new
food items had been introduced as early as the Spanish period, the
.Pueblo diet had changed very little. If the Agency could convince
Indians to alter their eating habits, another phase of agricultural
assimilation could be accomplished. With the encouragement of
the Agency, a number of Pueblo women (including the wives of
governors) attended nutrition courses in Albuquerque in the fall of
1942. 31
The federal government also encouraged the Pueblos to grow
"gardens for victory." Officials hoped that these gardens would
enhance the war spirit on the home front and help assure an adequate food supply. According to Aberle, Pueblo garden production increased by almost 25 percent in 1942. Under the direction
of the Agency, the extension men, school teachers, and children
worked together on victory gardens. They constructed hot beds at
the schools so that the children could grow plants, and at the end
of the school term the children transferred these plants to their
homes. Since the teachers were busy with selective service work
and rationing, the Agency encouraged village leaders to supervise
the growing of victory gardens. In this ~ay the Agency hoped to
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Frank Brennan, SCS Project Manager, opening gate head to ditch in 1936, on west
side of Jemez river. Photo courtesy Maxwell Museum, UNM.
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enlist village elders in the process of modernizing Pueblo agriculture. 32
The Department of the Interior strongly urged the Agency to
assist the Indian garden program. Aware of the limited amount of
garden seeds available, Interior officials stressed the need to start
permanent seed pools among Indian groups. If the Pueblos could
not grow their seeds, the Bureau of Indian Affairs proposed that
officers purchase the seeds with tribal funds. The combined support from local agents and the federal government therefore aided
agricultural assimilation within the Pueblo communities. Indeed,
an estimated 2,500 families planted gardens in 1942. 33
Because of the shortage of certain food supplies, the federal government also imposed rationing stamps on the Pueblos immediately after the beginning of American involvement in the war.
Under these circumstances, the Office of Price Administration
allowed Indian Superintendents to serve as Rationing Administrators, an office usually under state control. The Interior Department encouraged the use of local rationing facilities rather than
the employment of Indian Service Rationing Boards. 34 This emphasis on UPA control enlarged the Agency's power over Pueblo
foodstuffs. Given the drastic measures taken by the government
during the wartime to enlarge food supplies, Indians would have
to increase agricultural production to help combat unpredicted
. food shortages.
Agricultural Supervisor Will R. Bolen visited the pueblos of Sandia, Santa Ana, San Felipe, and Santo Domingo in the summer of
1943. He observed that the Indians were growing excellent potatoes, a crop which had failed previously. The farm agent at San
Felipe showed Bolen the demonstration garden in which improved
varieties of fruits and vegetables were grown. Largely because of
efforts of farm and extension agents, Pueblos had begun to emphasize crop rotation and fertilization. Bolen predicted that,
through the industry of the Pueblos, total acreage for the year
would increase, and food production would rise. 3s
In addition to helping the war. effort at home, the Pueblos also
served well on the battlefields. The percentage of these Indians
who served in World War II was higher than that of any other
ethnic group in the country.36 Because so many Indian young men
went to the armed forces, adjustments had to be made in Pueblo
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agricultural programs. Labor-saving machinery was needed, for
example, to allow the Indians to harvest their surplus crops for
market. In addition, John G. Evans, the new general superintendent, requested a power hay press fOf Isleta Pueblo in 1944. At
that time, these Indians cultivated almost 1,000 acres of alfalfa for
feedand sale. 37
Conditions at Sandia were similar. There, too, modern equipment was needed to make up for the loss in manpower to the war.
The Indians were cultivating approximately 500 acres of land in
small grain, mostly wheat. The combine they had rented the previous year at a high price was not available, and Evans asked for
funds to purchase one. 38
Altogether, impact of the war on Pueblo agriculture furthered
assimilation. Until the war, modern agricultural equipment had
limited impact on the Indians. Around the turn of the century, the
federal government had introduced modern farm equipment, but
the Pueblos used these devices sparingly. They were accustomed
to traditional methods of crop gathering, which, although ineffective, were part of an ancient lifestyle. But with the need to increase
agricultural output during World War II, Indians became more
willing to accept innovations in their farming methods.
The program in agricultural education for the Pueblos expanded near the end of the war. For example, the Taos day school
taught Indian farmers how to increase their farm output. Taos Indians, who had previously rejected the use of manure as fertilizer,
began to use it in their fields after observing its benefits. At Zuni,
which lacked a consistent water supply, there was less enthusiasm
for the agricultural program. However, the Agency felt that if the
development of a dependable water supply could be achieved on
this reservation, an agricultural education program would be
quite successful.
Although the Santa Fe school also suffered from an insufficient
water supply, its major concern was the development of educational training. The Agency proposed that a student instructor be
added to assist the farm teacher. In addition to teaching methods
of agricultural production, these men would offer instruction in
the maintenance, repair, and operation of farm machinery.39 By
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1945 the Agency's educational program'had begun to emphasize
the use of modern farm equipment.
A comparison of Pueblo agricultural acreage in 1940 and 1944
helps measure the efficiency of the Agency's program during this
time. Although the total acres, cultivated increased by more than
15 percent, nine pueblos showed a decrease in lands farmed, Only
nominal gains occurred in three other pueblos. However, many of
the Rio Grande pueblos lost crop acreage in the flood of 1941. Yet
there were gains in other areas. The major increases in agricultural lands were at Sandia, San Felipe, Santo Domingo, Taos,
Zuni, Acoma, and Isleta. In the seven years preceding 1944, production of forage crops, cereal crops, and garden produce increased considerably.40 In short, judging from the amount of land
available for farming, the government's program bore mixed
results.
COMPARISON OF AGRICULTURAL LAND, 1940-44
Pueblo

1940

1944

Isleta

% Change

3,006

3,465

+ 15.6

Sandia

765

1,878

+ 145.5

Acoma

1,113
1,570

1,391

+ 25.0

1,588

2,485

2,833

+1.1
+ 14.0

714

585

-18.1

327
1,369

312
1,345

-4.6

1,329

1,644

1,035

1,419

+ 24.7
+37,1
-10,3

Laguna
Zuni
Santa Ana
Zia
Jemez
Santo Domingo
San Felipe

-1.0

Cochiti

702

630

Santa Clara

502

547

Tesuque

190
279

177
288

43
401

35
274

186
2,015

176
2,369

922

899

+ 17.6
-2.5

18,953

21,855

+ 15.3

Nambe
Pojoaque
San Ildefonso
Picuris
Taos
Sanjuan
Total

+5.2
-6.8
+3.2
-18.6
-3,1.7
-5.4
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A major part of the Agency's modernization plan was the emphasis on individual, competitive agricultural programs. Like
other members of American society, Pueblo soldiers had difficulty
in adjusting to the post-war world. During the war, they had
undergone changes similar to non-Indians. However, in some
respects, the impact had been greater on Indians. For the Indian
soldier, competitive individualism without community support
was a new experience. While in the service, he was not only accepted as an individual but also judged as one. 41 As a result, the
Indian veterans had trouble readjusting to their traditional communallifestyles.
As early as 1942, fears were expressed concerning the post-war
readjustments of Indian soldiers. One observer questioned
whether the veterans would be able to return to their agricultural
pursuits and whether the young men who had spent their formative years in the Army would be satisfied with traditional economic endeavors. 42 These doubts were evident in many pueblos
and perhaps were confirmed in the increase in craftwork and offreservation employment in the post-war era. This trend toward
non-traditional occupations began during the New Deal programs
and increased as Pueblos became involved in wartime industries.
A few Anglo observers in the post-war period reported a decrease in religious ceremonies concerned with crops and weather
and an increase in nonagricultural activities. Some persons
claimed that this lessening interest in religion was reflected in a
separation of church and state and a shift in power from the
religious heads to the civil government in the more progressive
pueblos. Florence Hawley, who wrote about New Mexican Indians in the late 1940s, contended that participation in the ancient
agricultural ceremonies waned because individual wage earners
"no longer needled] cooperation of deities to achieve economic
security. "43

Since agriculture had been the basis of Indian subsistence economy for centuries, the task of modernizing methods of Pueblo crop
growing appeared monumental in the early 1930s. The Indian
Bureau officials saw that if this aspect of Pueblo life were to be
altered, economic, governmental, and religious patterns would
have to change to accommodate innovations in farming tech-
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niques. The UPA, recognizing the Pueblos' tendency to resist
modifications in their ancient cultural patterns, formulated the
Agency's program accordingly.
The Pueblo did not accept rapidly the New Deal agricultural
programs. However, the work of the AAA and the CCC gradually
introduced agricultural innovations, and, after the war began, the
Agency continued to exploit the propensity for change fostered
during the brief New Deal period. Rather than directing their programs entirely to the reservations, the UPA decided to emphasize
the education of Pueblo youths to encourage the gradual acceptance of modern farming methods.
The federal government and the Agency were able to promulgate their programs during the war because the loss of manpower
necessitated the use of modern equipment. Wartime nutritional
programs also helped to diversify the Indian diet. Although a few
observers noted a decline in traditional Pueblo c~remonies and
forms of government, conservative Pueblos were reluctant to
abandon their traditions. 44 Indeed, the breakdown of ancient
agricultural practices that resulted from the pressures of the
Depression and war years did not necessitate a decrease in
ceremonialism.. To believe that adaptation to a modern, diversified economy would automatically result in a loss .of this kind
would be an underestimation of the strength of the religious
character of the Pueblos.
Although modern Pueblos pursue a variety of occupations, agriculture remains an important part of their economy. Even in our
time, Pueblos are busily engaged in numerous litigations involving
their water rights along the Rio Grande. 45 In addition, at Zuni, Indians are considering the construction of an earth-filled dam on
the Zuni river to help control floods and allow for a dependable
source of irrigation water. Thus,it is clear that while Pueblos retain some of their traditional agricultural practices, they are also
utilizing modern methods of farming introduced during the Depression and war years.
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1. Anthropological works concerning the Pueblos invariably dwell on the
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MILITIA POSSES: THE TERRITORIAL MILITIA
IN CIVIL LAW ENFORCEMENT IN NEW MEXICO
TERRITORY, 1877-1883
LARRY D. BALL

As THE FRONTIER ADYANCED WESTWARD in the nineteenth century, the unsteady world in which these pioneers settled attracted
many lawless persons. The civil lawmen of the territories possessed only limited resources with which to suppress civil disturbances or pursue bandits. The posse comitatus, the body of private
citizens obligated to assist local officers, often failed to overawe
badmen and sometimes sympathized with the troublemakers.
When outbreaks of lawlessness occurred, lawmen sought substitutes. In the late 1870s and early 1880s, Governors Lew Wallace and Lionel Sheldon confronted serious outbreaks of crime in
several counties of New Mexico Territory. The extraordinary
degree of this violence and wrongdoing constrained these executives to substitute militiamen for the usual citizens in posses.
These soldiers guarded jails, presided at executions, pursued banditti, and performed other civil chores. As the use of militia
"possemen" increased in 1882-83, many persons began to question the wisdom of such a procedure to enforce the laws and
claimed that territorial military units were encroaching upon the
constituted lawmen, the sheriffs of the counties. Political opponents of Governor Lionel Sheldon resented the use of the militia
for patronage purposes and doubted that some victims of these
soldiers were outlaws. Many volunteers in the militia objected to
the demeaning work of posse duty. In spite of these obstacles, the
part-time soldiers, through service in civilian posses, contributed a
measure of peace to the troubled territory.
This unfortunate outbreak of crime and civil disturbance arose
from many problems in the territory. The passions that the Civil
0028·6206/80/0 I00-0047$02.30/0
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War fostered continued to beset New Mexico as many exConfederates with strong Democratic leanings migrated into the
southern counties. As the Santa Fe and other railroads approached
the Southwest, much flotsam and jetsam of the frontier accompanied the construction gangs. Rustler bands pillaged herds of
livestock to feed these hungry workers and to supply several new
mining camps in the southern counties. When lawmen arrested
these culprits, the outlaws often escaped flimsily-constructed
county jails, and few citizens were willing to risk their lives in pursuit of these hardened desperadoes. The bandits often outnumbered the posses, and unstable political conditions abetted the
growth of this lawlessness. The political faction that governed
New Mexico for many years, the clique of lawyers often called the
Santa Fe Ring, began to lose control in the late 1870s, and the continuing onrush of immigrants into the territory temporarily threw
the legalists into confusion. Several years were required before
stability returned to this frontier community.l
The weakness of the county sheriff's office, which was the foundation of law enforcement in New Mexico, contributed to the
breakdown of law and order. The county unit of government in
the territory conformed to few rational standards. Some counties
were astonishingly large-Lincoln measured 170 miles north to
south and 150 miles east to west. Valencia measured 230 miles
east to west and at one point twenty miles north to south. Rio
Arriba County, located in the far northwestern corner of New
Mexico, lacked any organization at the precinct level in its
western end. Only a few counties, such as Santa Fe and Taos, were
compact and manageable. 2
Many problems beset the administration of the sheriff's office.
The fee system, rather than salaries, offered the only financial
reward for the shrievalty (and constables and United States marshals). As one observer noted in 1883 at the height of the lawlessness in New Mexico, "neither county nor territory allows mileage
[fees], or pay[s] enough [to encourage a lawman] to go over a few
miles from his residence to serve a writ of any kind. . . . " In July
1876, Chief Justice Henry L. Waldo observed in a charge to a
Santa Fe grand jury that "an entire want of efficiency in the administration of justice" existed in the territory. This deplorable
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condition persisted, he continued, because "those who are required to aid in executing the laws," meaning the sheriffs and
others, were failing to perform their duties. In such turbulent conditions, it was not surprising that vigilantes often seized prisoners
from the sheriffs and administered summary justice. 3
When civil lawmen encountered combinations of persons who
obstructed the law, officers were empowered to call upon ablebodied adult males of their jurisdictions, the posse comitatus.
Although many citizens responded to the summons of lawmen for
posse duty, others did not. Through disinterest, fear, or economic
hardship, some persons refused to serve. Rural sections of counties
seldom possessed a population sufficient to readily field a posse.
When the posse did respond, it was not always adequate. In June
1877, District Attorney J. F. Bennett telegraphed Governor
Samuel B. Axtell on behalf of Sheriff Harvey Whitehill of Grant
County that a large band of rustlers was stealing stock near Silver
City. Whitehill wanted to form a militia company to round up the
outlaws who numbered twenty-five men. The sheriff's posse,
which eventually totaled eighteen citizens, had failed to route the
desperadoes. Axtell replied, "Can you not by the use of the posse
cometatus [sic] preserve the public peace and make arrests[?]"
Although the outcome of this request is unknown, the governor
authorized Whitehill's colleague in neighboringDon.a Ana County
to employ the militia to assist a posse in the very next month. 4
A more alarming breakdown of the posse comitatus existed in
Lincoln County in the late 1870s. This unfortunate region fell into
a bloody vendetta between two rival factions that fought for control of the county's political and economic assets. On one side,
merchants Lawrence Murphy and James J. Dolan controlled the
sheriff, William Brady, and on the other, lawyer Alexander
McSween and rancher John Tunstall, maintained the loyalty of a
constable. Each lawman deputized posses of partisans who brutalized or murdered their enemies. When Sheriff Brady summoned a
group of citizens to posse duty in March 1878, they warily refused
and dared him to levy the fifty dollar fine for failing to respond.
United States Marshal John E. Sherman, Jr., reported to incoming
Governor Lew Wallace in October of that year that the size of
these factions "paralyzed" the county's law-abiding population
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and that he could find no one to accept the dangerous position of
deputy marshal. The marshal added that, should he find a candidate, the chief federal lawman (Sherman) possessed funds to
field only "a feeble force" of possemen in that county. S
With the posse comitatus of New Mexico in a weakened condition, authorities searched for a substitute for this citizen force. In
earlier times, the sheriffs and United States marshals summoned
units of federal troops in lieu of citizens, but at the very moment
when the posse was failing in Lincoln and neighboring counties,
Congress forbade this military service to civil authorities. By the
Posse Comitatus Act of 14 June 1878, the national legislators
discontinued a practice that had arisen during the riots of abolitionists against the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. As in most states
and territories, the lawmen of New Mexico could turn only to the
militia for assistance. Unfortunately, this body existed mostly on
paper. In mid-August 1878, Judge Frank Warner Angel, whom
the Department of Justice assigned the task of investigating the
disturbances in New Mexico, observed that "The Territory has no
militia" and that local lawmen could not enforce "the laws and
mandates of the courts" in Lincoln County. The New Yark Times
reported sympathetically that Governor Samuel B. Axtell was "at
wits end." President Rutherford B. Hayes could not provide him
with United States troops, and the territory possessed no militia.
Early in September, the Chief Executive removed Axtell and replaced him with a former Union general from Indiana, Lew
Wallace. As he traveled to his new position, Wallace studied Judge
Angel's comprehensive reports and concluded that an organized,
territory-wide militia was essential to the peace of New Mexico. 6
While the new t~rritorial executive devoted much time to the
creation of a strong Territorial Volunteers (militia), other forces
were at w~rk to stimulate interest in such an organization. In addition to the breakdown of law and order, Apaches resumed raids
in southwestern New Mexico in 1879. The federal garrisons were
understrength as a consequence of Congress's desire to reduce expenditures and to return the army to a peacetime status. The termination of Reconstruction in the South in 1877 removed the need
for a sizeable force. And finally, a militia already existed on paper
in New Mexico under the Militia Act of 1851 enacted by the territorial assembly. This little-used legislation provided that all ablebodied men above the age of eighteen and under forty-five were
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obligated to respond to the call of the governor. They were to provide weapons, horses, and equipment, but with no assurances of
pay. The territorial assembly built upon this early act when it
enacted, at Lew Wallace's insistence, the Militia Act of 17
January 1880. This legislation authorized the governor to call up
to one thousand volunteers in emergencies and also permitted
citizens to organize independent companies which could be absorbed into the larger organization. While the new act merely
reiterated many provisions of the 1851 law, a sense of immediacy
was apparent in this 1880 law, and a provision for payment for
active duty made service much more appealing. 7
As new companies appeared under the Act of 1880, their new
purpose began to be clear: to support the ailing posse comitatus.
Even before the passage of this new law, Lew Wallace indicated to
his constituents that the militia could do more than campaign
against hostile Indians. In March 1879, he personally organized
the Lincoln County Mounted Rifles when the citizens of that
region complained that the federal peacekeeping force in the community (the president could dispatch United States troops into an
area in "rebellion" in spite of the Posse Comitatus Act) was a partisan of one of the feuding factions, the Murphy-Dolans. Although
some persons accused the Mounted Rifles-comprised largely of
Hispanos-of inefficiency, Wallace later boasted that they provided the sheriff with "an efficient posse." When violence erupted
in the opposite corner of the territory, in Rio Arriba County, in
April 1881, Wallace formed the San Juan Guards and specifically
assigned them to serve "as a posse comitatus" under the sheriff's
office. These practices became policy a few months later when
Wallace's successor, Lionel Sheldon, issued regulations to govern
the behavior of the militia in peacekeeping activities. According to
General Orders No.1, issued on 1 September 1881:
Upon proper requisitions of sheriffs of different counties, commanding officers will furnish such posse comitatti from their commands, as such sheriffs may require in their respective counties, to
preserve the peace, guard jails and prisoners and make arrests. . . .

General Orders No. 14 of 8 June 1882 reiterated this directive and
broadened the preceding instructions to include assistance to "the
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Albert Jennings Fountain, commander of the Second Cavalry Battalion, in Mesilla,
Dona Ana County. Photo courtesy Gadsden Museum, Mesilla, NM.
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mayor, or other chief authorities of municipal corporations." Sections three and four authorized militia commanders to make arrests in emergencies when civil authorities were absent. This order
stipulated that militiamen should turn over their prisoners to the
sheriffs or other lawmen as soon as possible. 8
The performance of guard duty at insecure jails became a common chore for New Mexico militiamen in their guise as possemen.
When a mob threatened to lynch accused murderer Charles Steinberg in Santa Fe in June 1882, Governor Sheldon ordered the local
company, the Governor's Rifles, to protect the prisoner. Captain
Preston Kuhn and his men dispersed an angry crowd and guarded
the insecure jail until the sheriff employed additional deputies.
Colonel Walter Marmon and the Laguna Scouts, the only company comprised of Indians, provided guards for the shaky structure at the Laguna Pueblo on several occasions, and in Las Vegas,
Captain Edward Friend and the San Miguel Rifles provided the
civil authorities with the same services. 9
Among these duties as possemen, the militiamen regarded the
protection of the site of an execution to be the most unpleasant.
When the county authorities in Albuquerque prepared for the
hanging of convicted murderer Milton Yarberry in February
1883, Governor Sheldon ordered two companies, the Governor's
Rifles of Santa Fe, and the. Albuquerque Guards to protect ,.'the
place of execution from a rumored plot to free the outlaw. Colonel
Maximilian Frost, who escorted Yarberry from safekeeping in
Santa Fe, observed "an immense throng" at the Albuquerque railroad depot, but fortunately violence did not occur. Frost and the
Santa Fe Guards then proceeded to the local jail with the Albuquerque militia forming "a hollow square" around Frost's company and the prisoner. At 2:30 p.m., 6 February, according to
Colonel Frost's report:
the guards were doubled [around the jailyard) and a ,line formed
from the jail door to the scaffold by the Governor's Rifles. The
prisoner [Yarberry) was conducted to-the scaffold; the Governor's
Rifles were [then) drawn up in a line facing the scaffold. . . . The
. death warrant was read and the pris~ner executed. Upon being
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pronounced dead, the body was placed in a coffin and conveyed by
the [militia] troops to the cathedral. . . .

Frost boasted that his militiamen "punctilliously obeyed" every
order of the sheriff, Perfecto Armijo, and that "The conduct of the
entire force. . . was all that could be desired. "10
Many companies of militiamen did not enjoy the opportunity to
serve in the relative comforts of towns and had to patrol remoter
districts. Captain John Borradaile and the Albuquerque Guards
scouted western Bernalillo County for rustlers in February 1883
shortly after the execution of Milton Yarberry. In a grueling
march of 250 miles in less than a week, the Guards arrested only
two men, whom a justice of the peace promptly released. Captain
Nicanor Vigil experienced a similar frustration later that year
when his unit, Company E, Second Regiment, pursued an elusive
band of horse thieves in the mountains above Taos. On 6 August,
Vigil reported dejectedly that a portion of his command trekked
into Mora County after the desperadoes, but "did not encounter
them." The San Juan Guards, an independent company in Rio
Arriba County, devoted long, wearisome hours to the patrol of
mountain roads against the incursions of Isaac Stockton's Colorado rustlers in 1881. II
The largest concentrations of desperadoes occurred around the
mining camps of Lake Valley and Kingston, in Dona Ana, and in
neighboring Grant County. John Kinney, an ex-soldier and former
hired gunman in Lincoln County, allegedly guided the fortunes of
this lawless enterprise. The rage of ranchers in the southern counties mounted in the early 1880s until they could rio longer tolerate
these raiders. In January 1883, sixty-six stockmen petitioned
Governor Sheldon for assistance. William L. Rynerson, local
district attorney, endorsed this appeal with the observation that
the outlaws "are becoming daring and exceedingly active." Newspapers reported that the outlaws rustled more than 10,000 head of
cattle in January alone, and J. K. Livingston, a townsite promoter
in Dona Ana County, reported that the Kinney band was "having
a high old time" in that area. 12
The territorial executive immediately ordered Major Albert Jennings Fountain, commander of the Second Cavalry Battalion, in
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Mesilla, Dona Ana County, to take the field against the
desperadoes. In his instructions to Fountain, on 6 February 1883,
Sheldon characterized the Kinney outlaw band not as mere outlaws but as something approximating a rebellion:
The bands [of outlaws] you are in pursuit of are in combinations
and constitute armed marauders. . . . They are armed against
society. . . .

Sheldon expressed a desire for the militia to arrest the Kinney
band, but the executive clearly regarded this instance of outlawry
to be exceptional. Sheldon would not mourn the deaths of such individuals. He directed Fountain "to treat the case [of John Kinney's band] as the manifestation requires." 1 3
The energetic major wasted no time in the exercise of the governor's liberal instructions. Fountain directed the three companies
of his battalion-the Mesilla Guards, Las Cruces Rifles, and
Shakespeare Guards-to form a dragnet against the rustlers in
Dona Ana and Grant counties in March 1883. This cordon yielded
spectacular results. The militiamen killed five suspects, four of
whom were shot to death while trying to escape. Fountain personally shot one prisoner as he fled a train on which the militia
and the captives were traveling. The soldiers arrested more than
twenty additional suspects. The Shakespeare Guards of Grant
County won much praise when they captured John Kinney who
planned to seek refuge in Mexico. A Las Cruces jury sentenced the
outlaw leader to five years in prison, although his attorneys won
an early release for him. H
While many New Mexicans applauded the successes of the militia, others questioned the legality of employing military men ina
civilian posse. To the editor of the Albuquerque Daily Democrat,
the expeditions of Major Fountain against the banditti resembled
military campaigns rather than the official activities of a sheriff
and posse of citizens. The death of several suspected rustlers in the
act of escape aroused the suspicion of many persons, especially
since a majority of the Fountain unit were Hispanos, and the victims were often Anglos. "Governor Sheldon's method of clearing
southern New Mexico of the rustlers," observed the Democrat in
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May 1883, "has been the subject of a little praise and much disapproving criticism." This outraged journalist accused the executive of pursuing a "homeopathic system" to suppress
lawlessness in New Mexico. That is, the governor practiced in law
enforcement a method that physicians employed-to cure a disease by the deliberate injection of another disease into the patient's
body. The editor of the Democrat regarded the militiamen as
lawless as the rustlers and concluded that the governor "has never
worried himself about the law in connection with his militia performances." And when Sheldon publicly accused a portion of the
population of the southern counties (where the largest concentration of banditry existed) with being"opposed to law and order,"
the Democrat retorted on their behalf that these citizens did not
want to see "the territory ruled by martiallaw."ls
Some residents of the territory adopted a more moderate position about the employment of the territorial soldiers in the posse.
John J. Bell, editor of the Silver City Southwest Sentinel, detected
this attitude at the trial of John Kinney and his band in Las
Cruces, Dofia Ana County, in the spring of 1883:
There is little comment made on Sheldon's policy in using the
militia to hunt down rustlers. What little is said about it is in a
quiet way. It is generally admitted that he has no authority for this,
but if it should prove successful without sacrificing the lives of innocent men, he will get the m'oral support of the community. It will
take time to ascertain the success of the policy,l6

As far as the crusading governor was concerned, the time for
hairsplitting constitutional arguments had passed. In April 1883
when he announced that the campaign of Major Fountain would
end on the last day of the month, Sheldon chided his opponents for
excessive commitment to legal arguments during an outbreak of
brigandage:
It is proper to carp upon legal technicalities in behalf of men who

obey the law, but rascals operate outside the law and must be
followed into their own cho~en field without regard to legal limits
or restraints whenever necessary to afford protection to the
peaceable and honest population.
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The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, the official journal of the
Republican Party in New Mexico, editorialized energetically on
Sheldon's behalf and criticized the enemies of the governor for being irresolute against the outlaws. This journalist concluded that
the opponents of Sheldon apparently desired to employ the militia
as an "ornament" for the territory and to "give proper eclat to
[celebrations of] Washington's birthday and the Fourth of July."
To employ the militia against an outlaw band, continued the New
Mexican against the governor's enemies, "is a desecration . . .
and a terrible assumption of power." I 7
To be sure, the use of militiamen in the posse comitatus opened
Sheldon to criticism, but some legal arguments could be mustered
on his behalf. If he had attempted to employ United States troops
in the posses of the sheriffs or even those of the United States marshals, the governor would have violated the Posse Comitatus Act
of 1878. The national law clearly forbade such uses of the federal
troops. The militiamen rested (on constitutional grounds) somewhere between the professional, full-time soldier of the nation and
the private citizen. This part-time soldier was a citizen-soldier, not
a soldier-citizen, and was accorded the privileges of a civilian in
officeholding. Among the officeholders in New Mexico Territory,
only the militiamen and the justices of the peace were permitted to
stand for election to the assembly, a clear indication that membership in the militia was not regarded as an infringement of the
military upon the civilian side of government in New Mexico. Precedents also existed in the states and other territories, as well as in
New Mexico before this outbreak of violence in the late 1870s, for
the use of militia to assist local and, federal lawmen. As one specialist in civil-military matters wrote in 1886, "The armed force
for them [the sheriffs] to summon, if any, is the militia," when the
posse comitatus failed or was inadequate against lawlessness. IS
While these technical arguments were not a part· of the public
debate about the civilian duties of the militia, Governor Sheldon
did instruct his subordinates to abide by the procedures for forming a posse comitatus. A sheriff or other constituted lawman of the
territory was required to present a formal, written requisition to
the commanding officer of a militia unit before it could assume
posse duties. Only in an extreme emergency was the captain of a
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company authorized to arrest a badman without warrant and
without a civilian officer present. When the Albuquerque Guards
prepared to ensure the safety of the site of execution of Yarberry in
early 1883, Sheriff Armijo deputized the entire company of
militiamen. When the governor instructed Captain Thomas Burns
and Company G, Second Regiment, to investigate rustling at
Coyote, Tierra Amarilla County, in June 1883, the executive
clearly directed Burns "to have all militia detachments accompanied by deputy sheriffs." Even at the height of the campaign of Major Fountain in Dofia Ana County, when he possessed
authority to employ "extraordinary" measures against the brigands, Fountain carefully ensured that a deputy sheriff accompanied him into the sanctuary of the rustlers. 19
Although many officials of the territory declared that service in
the militia was an honor, some territorial soldiers did not relish
services in the posses of county lawmen. These part-time warriors
regarded service against the Indians to be the only honorable activity of the soldier. In January 1883, when a deputy of Sheriff
Thomas Bull of Dofia Ana County summoned the Lake Valley
Guards to help him recover stolen sheep in a neighboring county,
the members of the Guard grumbled about this degrading duty.
Upon returning from this mundane chore, the Lake Valley company protested formally that they "most deCidedly object[ed] to
being used as a posse comitatus." To be "at the beck and call of
any deputy sheriff" exposed them to frivolous duties and "subverted" the reason for their organization-the pursuit of Indians
and protection of their homes. Captain John S. Young expressed
regret to Governor Sheldon about this protest of his subordinates
but explained that the men were "mostly miners and working men
[who] rebelled against turning out to hunt cattle thieves and
murderers at the call of any sheriff. . . ." Later, the company
disbanded and became a local "shooting club. "20
Sheldon deplored the behavior of the Lake Valley Guards as
"unmilitary, insubordinate and disrespectful"; but this incident
prompted him to express publicly his thoughts about the importance of the militia as a posse for civil lawmen and the significance of General Orders No. 14, which he had issued on 8 June
1882 to put this duty into effect:
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It was necessary to issue these general orders that [law] officers
remote locations and in case of urgency might have authority
act with promptness [against badmen]. The executive is bound
support the. . . officers of the courts with the physical power
the territory.
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Sheldon disavowed any knowledge of the particular request of
Sheriff Bull upon the Lake Valley Guards, but the governor did
admit that "Sheriffs may misjudge and call militia forces [as
possemen] when not necessary. . . ." He concluded, in defense of
these harried county lawmen, that "it is better [for a sheriff] to
misjudge on the side of caution [and summon the militia] than on
the other in this wild country. . . ." A few weeks after the
Guards dissolved, Governor Sheldon ordered Major Fountain and
his battalion into Lake Valley and neighboring villages in an effort
to suppress rustlers. 21
Not all local lawmen considered the militias necessary for the
enforcement of the laws, and these civil officers occasionally expressed disdain for the territorial soldiers. In the eyes of sheriffs,
posse duty permitted militia officers to infringe upon the prerogatives of county and municipal lawmen. When Sheriff Armijo
began preparations for the execution of Yarberry early in 1883,
Governor Sheldon insisted upon the presence of two companies.
The chief of police of Albuquerque, where the hanging would occur, regarded these elaborate preparations to be unnecessary. He
reportedly remarked that "with the aid of three men he could
hang Yarberry unmolested on any street in that town. . . ." In
the following year, Sheriff Peter Simpson voiced similar views
about the presence of militiamen as guards at his jail in Socorro,
and Governor Sheldon went to great lengths to reassure him that
the militia was not superceding the sheriff. The soldiers were
merely to assist the lawman. 22
Such reassurances failed to impress Sheriff Guadalupe Ascarate
of Dona Ana County, who objected strongly to the usurpation of
his duties by Major Fountain. Ascarate maintained that his office
was capable of curbing lawlessness in the county and obstructed
the militia on several occasions. When Fountain launched a second raid against the rustlers in June 1883, the sheriff cleverly
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refused to deputize the militia into the civilian posse. The editor of
the Silver City Enterprise, who had formerly supported Governor
Sheldon's use of the territorial soldiers in posses, sympathized with
Ascarate. This journalist expressed some alarm that Fountain's
militia campaigned without the formal ceremony of deputization
into the civilian posse. Not only did the territorial soldiers lack this
formal recognition by Sheriff Ascarate, but the county officer reportedly protested to Fountain "that he [the sheriff] could make
the arrests himself. . . ." When Fountain's report of this abortive
raid appeared, an outcry occurred among supporters and opponents of the governor's law and order campaign. Fountain accused Ascarate's deputy of secretly warning the rustlers of Lake
Valley to flee. The editor of the Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican
Review condemned the entire report as "bosh" and rejected the
major's assertion that Dofia Ana County wallowed in lawlessness.
This journalist declared that the county was orderly and if a crime
occurred Sheriff Ascarate would, "with the aid of the good citizens," meaning the posse comitatus, "be fully able to take care of
the best interests of the people. "23
These expressions of concern about the purity of the posse comitatus and the sanctity of the sheriff's office were hardly justified.
The strength of the posse was apparent in many ways throughout
the turbulent 1870s and 1880s. A spectacular instance of the
energy (and brutality) of the posse occurred in Silver City, Grant
County, where lawless men often gathered. On 10 March 1884,
five suspected train robbers escaped the local jail, only to be
followed and captured or killed by a large posse of townspeople.
Unfortunately, the posse lynched two captives in revenge for the
murder of one posseman. The editor of the Silver City Enterprise
nonetheless concluded that the timely action of the citizens in the
posse revealed that "no party of desperadoes . . . can commit
depredations within the bounds of the city. . . ." In the preceding year, Deputy Sheriff James McIntire of Dofia Ana County
led a posse in pursuit of rustlers in neighboring Valencia County.
This group of manhunters eventually joined with a local militia
company in the American Valley to continue the search. Even the
governor, who many thought had disavowed the civil arm of law
enforcement, reaffirmed his commitment to the posse comitatus in
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April 1882 when a riot threatened in Raton, Colfax County.
Sheriff A. C. Wallace frantically telegraphed that squatters on the
Maxwell Land Grant were becoming boisterous and that he
needed assistance. Sheldon replied apologetically that since Colfax
County possessed no militia company "your duty is to call on the
posse comitatus. . . ."24
Even when the militia campaign against the rustlers appeared
strongest, many weaknesses reduced its effectiveness against the
outlaws. Funds were always short, and inadequate pay for active"
duty (they were not paid otherwise) discouraged many potential
enlistees. One company commander in Socorro remarked that "A
day laborer gets $3.00 per day," whereas a private earned only
$2.45 per day. Many militiamen also resented service during
planting and harvest seasons. In May 1881, when Colorado
rustlers threatened the exposed villages of Rio Arriba County,
Captain William B. Haines informed Governor Wallace that it
was his "earnest wish" that his unit would not be required to campaign against the banditti. Active duty In the spring "causes so
many of the laboring men to almost lose their crops," explained
the sensitive captain. The urge to volunteer for the militia in the
towns also quickly disappeared when the rigors of weekend drills
began. 25
Moreover, the misdeeds of some militiamen blemished the reputation of the territorial soldiery during posse duty. When enemies
of Governor Sheldon charged that Major Fountain's battalion
murdered several prisoners at Lake Valley in 1883, the dismayed
executive summoned a court martial. He soon disbanded the
military court when a grand jury in Dona Ana County began to
examine the same incident. When this grand jury found no wrongdoing on the part of the militia, the governor concluded that his
decision to dissolve the court martial was correct. In another controversial incident involving the militia, an Albuquerque court
tried three members of Company C, First Regiment, for the murder of two homesteaders in the American Valley in May 1883.
Although this court tried the three men as civilians and not as
members of the militia, Captain John Casey, who was under suspicion for this crime, rushed to Santa Fe to explain the incident to
Governor Sheldon. While Casey apparently convinced the execu-
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tive, the adverse publicity discredited the unit. An even more
serious incident marred the integrity of the militia in its civil
capacity in Colfax County. When the officials of the Maxwell
Land Grant Company who had experienced several disturbances
among squatters on corporation land applied to Sheldon for a
militia company, the executive quickly complied. The Company
proceeded to employ gunmen from outside the territory and to
commission James Masterson, a notorious gunfighter and brother
of the infamous "Bat," to command the unit. Sheldon, who was a
lame duck governor early in 1885, apparently did not examine
closely the conflict between company and squatters elements. The
Maxwell followers immediately abused the power of the militia,
and the irate citizens of Raton rounded up the abusive militiamen,
and their captain, James Masterson, and chased them into Colorado. 26
By the mid-l 880s, the wave of lawlessness that once threatened
the integrity of local law enforcement agencies in New Mexico had
begun to pass. The services of the territorial militia in the posses of
county sheriffs and city policemen had contributed measurably to
the suppression of this banditry and rustling. While the soldiers
provided this service, the territorial assembly took steps to
strengthen the civil side of law enforcement and remove this
burden from the militia. Several new counties were created in the
troubled portions of the older districts. Within each new county, a
sheriff's office, supported by the posse comitatus, began to enforce the laws. Many victims of the desperadoes organized against
the banditti and cooperated with these new county officers. In
1883 and 1884 numerous stockmen's associations appeared. In
the spring of the latter year, the Central New Mexico Cattlemen's
Association, with the assistance of Sheriff Tom Murphy of the
newly-created Sierra County, launched a posse of fifty men
against rustlers in the mountains of south-central New Mexico, the
area where Major Fountain's militia incursions ended in the
previous year. 27
As civil lawmen and their posses assumed more of the responsibility for law enforcement in the mid-l 880s, some persons began
to reflect upon the effectiveness of the militia posses. In January
1884, Colonel Walter G. Marmon, commander of the Laguna
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Scouts, observed that "were it not for the militia organization the
whole country would be overrun with thieves and robbers. . . ."
The secretary of the Territorial Bureau of Immigration, William
G. Ritch, included a glowing passage about the militia in his widely circulated sixth (1885) edition of Aztlan: The History,
Resources and Attractions of New Mexico. Ritch candidly admitted to prospective settlers that outlaws had intimidated the inhabitants of the territory, but now numerous militia companies
are "so located as to promptly and effectively protect the people."
In his Annual Reports for 1883 and 1884, Lionel Sheldon boasted
to the Secretary of Interior that the militia comprised some thirty
companies and that they have "rendered most important service
in aiding the civil authorities." "The desperado and thieving element has substantially disappeared," concluded this crusader for
law and order. 28
While these assessments of the militia posses are admittedly immoderate, even the critics of Governor Sheldon accorded them a
modest compliment. The New Mexican Review, which characterized the braggadocio of Major Fountain as "bosh," admitted
that the campaign against the rustlers in March 1883 was "very
necessary." A sterner critic, the Albuquerque Daily Democrat,
acknowledged that the militia had "done some good service" in
the enforcement of the laws, while the moderate Silver City Enterprise concluded that the raids against the desperadoes were
"necessary." Only the methods of the soldiers were sometimes excessive. 29
This episode of lawlessness, which endured for more than a halfdecade, presented a serious challenge to the brittle territorial law
enforcement system of New Mexico. With the civilian posse comitatus intimidated or ailing, and the United States Army forbidden
to serve in the posses, Governors Wallace and Sheldon resorted to
one last resource, the territorial militia. Much of the militiamen's
services in the posse consisted of routine and fatiguing duty, but
other units, such as Major Fountain's command in Dofia Ana
County, performed many dangerous tasks. Although the press accorded Fountain's companies a disproportionate amount of attention, the volunteer organizations in most counties provided
assistance to the precarious civilian posse comitatus. Governor
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Sheldon elevated this occasional practice of reinforcing the posse
with territorial volunteers to a policy and announced it formally
through General Orders. While many New Mexicans, especially
the Democratic opposition to Sheldon,- opposed this policy as approximating martial law, the militia commanders conformed
closely to official procedures for forming a posse. The county
lawmen were constrained to apply to militia officers in writing
and aver that lawlessness in their domain was beyond their control. A lawman generally accompanied each militia "posse" as
titular leader of this body. In spite of much pressure to discontinue
this policy, Governor Sheldon persisted in his crusade against
lawless persons until the end of his term in 1885. The militia continued to assist civil lawmen throughout the territorial period, but
only on occasions when serious emergencies arose.
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AROUND THE STATE
PHILIP NAKAMURA
Museum of New Mexico '

HEW's Institute of Museum Services announced grant awards for fiscal year
1979.' The Albuquerque Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, Santuario de
Nuestra Sefiorade Guadalupe at Santa Fe, and the Silver CitY Museum received
grant awards in the General Operating Support category, and Silver City's
Western New Mexico UniversitY Museum received an award iIi the Special Proj~
ects category. IMS grants are designed to help established and developing
museums meet the pressures'Tesulting from inflation, energy shortages, and increased visitation. For more informationandguidelines,c~mtactThe Institute of
Museum Services, 200 Independence Ave. S.W., Rm-326H, Washington, D.C.,
20201.
The Museum of the Tularosa Basin Historical Society has received lodging tax
funds from the city of Alamogordo to renovate its exhibit hall. Terry Benson,
manager, is directing this work.
The Sacramento Mountains Historical Museum and Society Inc. has moved its
collections to a new home-a restored log cabin in Cloudcroft-the first building
in a proposed pioneer village complex. Shirley Carroll is curator of the collection.
The Pueblo Tricentennial Commission has applied to the NEH for implementation of the tricentennial celebration of the Pueblo Revolt. Activities will include a traveling exhibit depicting Pueblo life before, during, and after the
Revolt, a lecture and community forum series, and publications of Pueblo history
and children's stories. Exhibits and interpretive programs are also planned to
coincide with the annual festival of the eight northern pueblos and Indian
Market. For information contact the Pueblo Tricentennial Commission, Box
1680, San Juan Pueblo, N.M., 87560, or phone 505-852-4283.
New museum positions to be noted include: Arthur H. Wolf, director Millicent
Rogers Museum, Taos; Ann G. Barker, director Fuller Lodge Art Center, Los
Alamos; and Ellen Bradbury, director of Fine Arts, Museum of New Mexico,
Santa Fe.
The Grant-Milan-West Valencia County Chamber of Commerce Museum is
planning a new museum building in conjunction with a new municipal complex.
Mrs. James Barber heads the museum planning committee.
National History Day is a Youth Project partially funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities in which students from grades 6-12 engage in
"research to prepare projects, papers, and performances based on a historical
theme." This year's theme is "The Individual in History." Students are encouraged to develop entries for the contest using methods and materials of the social
studies, literature, language, music, and the arts. Interested teachers should contact Lyn Oshima, University of New Mexico, Mesa Vista Hall 3007, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131, or phone (505) 277-2206 or 4115.

, THE FOUNDING OF SAN FRANCISCO
ON THE RIO PUERCO: A DOCUMENT
LARRY LOPEZ

IN

1753, on behalf of twelve families from Albuquerque, Bernabe
Manuel Montafio applied for a grant of land on:the Rio Puerco, a
northern tributary of the Rio Grande; The lands on which they
then lived, he explained, provided such little sustenance that they
were reduced to working for Indians in order-to make ends' meet. 1
In those days the Rio Puerco-now'an ugly 'gash in a barren )
plain-ran through a lush, rich, and fertile valley. The area
abounded .J.~-.:belh~-high g'rasses, and vast bosques, wooded
thickets,_gi~~e:y'~~h~r~:~"The flood plaTii'ofthe Puerco was
broad and flat, and when the river swelled with spring run-off, it
overran 'its shallow banks and co~ere(Ftli~entire vaHey a few
inches deep. The dirty, waters, for which the river was named,
were 10adeawitliliiieslltand"nuFrlentsTrotn-rrieir sources in· the
Nacimiento Mount~ns. Numerous lakes dotted the valley, and it
was renowned for its innumera:J51e springs. When Diego de Vargas
crossed the iiver.TilHierilte seventeenth century, 'he remarked that
the water wassodeeQ tnC!t his_soldiers.:.had to carry their provisions on their shoulders. 3 '
The grant was approved by governor Tomas Velez Cachupin
who named it Nuestra Senora de La Luz de San Fernando y San
Bias, but it was' popularly known as the Montafio, grant. Velez
Cachupin gave the first settlers very specific instructions on how
to construct their town for effeCtive defense,4 and within a decade
almost the entire Rio Puerco watershed had been parceled out in
grants. s
The granted area had long been Navajo country, occupied especially by the Cebolleta NavajOS. This group of Indians, although
they had refused conversion to Christianity for many decades, got
0028-6206/80/0100-0071 $00,80/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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along tolerably well with the original Spanish settlers. 6 But in the
mid-eighteeilth century, pressure from the Utes forced northern
Navajos toward the south. Cebolleta Mesa, at the foot of Mt.
Taylor, became a refuge, and the ingr~Jl2ing.population exerted
tremEt.n.dQULPI:eSl)!ue on availabIe resOUr·ces';.~.lfi)"'''hlake·-ina tters
worse, the ever-encroaching Spanish occupation of the watershed
compounded the uncomfortable situation to the point where something had. to give.
Warfare exploded. It became a war of attrition, and one by one
the ranchos and settlements of the Rio Puerco were abandoned. 7
The· Spanish withdrew to the greater safety of the Rio Grande
Valley after two decades on the Puerco. 8
The valley remained abandoned by Spanish settlers until the
coming of the Americans. When Lt. J. W. Abert visited the valley
in 1846, he found only a pile of adobe ruins where San Fernando
used toh~,.:,:.poblaci6n, " the natives tried to explain 'tohfm:-"settlement." He named the spot Poblazon. 9
In the meantime the Navajos and the Spanish had made peace
and remained fairly tolerant of each other. But the Indians
jealously guarded their rights to the watershed, and Hispanic
authorities respected these rights. 10
When the United States arrived, the government took on the
burden of protecting the settled inhabitants against their nomadic
neighbors. At the same time, the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo
guaranteed the legitimacy of original land grants. Unfamiliar with
the new way of doing things, the Indians, after a brief interlude,
went on the warpath. Americans, however, were armed with the
latest technological advances and with the vision of Manifest
Destiny. The outcome was never in doubt.
As the Navajos came under increasing control of the American
troops, settlers began .trickling back into the Puerco Valley to
reclaim their old sod. By 18~O a handful had se.!!}ed just north of
the ruil)s of San Fernando, and they named their town Los
Duranes because most of the-residents were surnamed Duran. II
Resettlement, .however, did not begin in earnest until 1866, as the
document below indicates.
Leaders of the 1866 colonization effort were Francisco Armijo y
Perea and Damaso (or Damacio) Chavez. Armijo was a true
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patron, a veritable rico. He was fifty-one at the time and owned
more than $ 15,000 in personal property. He was one of the few
persons who could read and write; even rarer, his wife Josefa was
also literate. Chavez was also well-ta-do but not as rich as Armijo.
He was thirty-two at the time and was also literate. 12
-The village was ~l!~.!'edaround asp-ring of water c~lled El
Ojito del Rio Puerco and was.-rrame_dJ.or-the-patron saint of Ar~
mijo:San Francisco XavierY Land was immediately parceled out
to the colonizers. 14 By 1870, of the more than fifty families that
settled there, only forty-one remained, forming a comml.;lnity of
180 persons. The others had drifted up the valley to repopulate
other.abancloned sites. IS By so doing, under the stipulations of the
colonization, they lost all rights to the Montano grant, and suits
were later filed to enforce these provisions. 16 The village itself soon
began electing its commissioners to replace the arbitrary authority
of the two early leaders. These two, .however, were usually
members of the commission. I 7
When the Surveyor Ge!!..~!.al visited the area in 1886, the Montano grant had two other s~s,-SailIgrufctoand Guadalupe. 1S Eventually,Jio.w.eY..er., ffie_e.Y..er:..d.e.ep.e.illQg arroyo of the Rio
Puerco and_the_illl);!Ossibili!y- of damming-the-ragIngstream killed
the vill~g~s all the way to San Luis, a few miles south of Cuba. Of
the more th;n~ dozen thr!vi!l.gsommYiiliie~'~1Y San-Luis remains ali~e"'itself~--sad, deca):'ing relic, a r~inder of wliat was
-once a ~~Iley oft~~~end~~~ pr~:mise.
This document illustrates the return of the Hispanic New Mexicans to the Rio Puerco after an absense of nearly a hundredyears.
Evidently convinced that American strength would protect them
from the Indians, these settlers began to resettle abandoned land
grants. In organizing. their settlement, they were using concepts
developed during Spanish times and incorporating them into the
legal practices of their new government. Spanish influences are
evident in the settlers being previously organized, their movement
as a group, and their following the stipulation that abandonment
of the. land meant loss of all future rights. The American penchant
for recording all agreements on paper, f9rmalized and notarized,
is demonstrated in the wording and in the very existence of the
document.
:
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Although the charter was drafted and signed in 1866, it was riot
registered at the Bernalillo County courthouse until April 1881.
The reasons for this fifteen-year interval are not clear, but perhaps
registration occurred when' the federal government renewed ef"
forts to confirm the old Spanish and Mexican land grants.
The document has been translated from the original deed in the
Bernalillo County Deed Records, Book 0, page 52, State Records
Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico. A microfilm copy is
on file at the Bernalillo County courthouse. I have retained the
spelling and punctuation of the original, even though these may
not conform to contemporary usage.
[The Document of Colonization]
11 November 1866:
Herewith is a list of the colonization proposed now on the Rio puerco
by Francisco Armijo y Perea and Damaso Chavez. The following are the
land owners [poseedores].
.
Fernando Armijo y Aragon
Tomas Montoya
Jose de la Luz Garcia
FranCO Gutierrez
An to Jose Gonzales
Juan Lucero
Jesus Maria Martin
Antonio Gonzales
[L]uis Gonzales
Juan Cordova
,Jose Sandoval
Jose Benito Griego
Juan Jose Lucero
Jose Dolores Garcia
Bitoriano Sandoval
Alfoncita Sena
FranCO [c;]utierrez
Bitoriano Montoya
Marcos Martin
Jose Chavez
Gregorio Lopez'
Jose Tenorio
Juan Jose Cordova
Lion Montoya .
Jesus Sandoval
Jose Lion Santillanez' .
JoseManuel Santillanes
Julian Gallego
Miguel Lucero
Diego An to Montoya
Salvador Gallego
Juan Montoya
Domingo Cordova
Manuel Gutierrez
PolinioCordova
Jesus Gutierrez
Felipe Martin
Juan Xaramillo
Salvador Gonzales
Jose Chavez
FranCO Salsedo
Trinidad Armijo
Longini~ Gallegos
Rumaldo Lucero
Diego Lucero
Juan Montoya, 2 0
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Diego Martines
Cristoval Martin
Manuel Jaramillo
Nestor Jaramillo·
Domingo Griego
Simon Lovato
Tiburcio Griego
Luis Camillo
Manuel Perea
Jesus Perea.
Jose Leandro Garcia
Jesus Garcia
Jose Armijo y Perea
Teodero Armijo y Perea
Bartolo Garcia
Pedro Armijo y Perea

. Polinario Santillanes
Juan Cristoval Aranda
Basilio Martin '
Juan de Dios Armijo.
Secundino Martin'
Juan Armijo y Jaramillo
Territory of New Mexico, County
of Bernalillo; formalized [protocolado) in my office for· the
Register today, first of April A.D.
1881, at 8 A.M. and registered in
the book of documents letter "0"
page 52. Witness my hand and
seal today 1. of April A.D. 1881.
Scribe.

Territory of New Mexico
County of Bernalillo
Ord~nance compiled by Don Francisco A;mijo an9 Da~asio [Damaso)
Chavez, leaders in· the possession made by them at the Sitio del rio
puerco on November 18, 1866, as well as conditions and rules. Entrance
was given to the undersigned citizens to this claim. Conditions are· the
following:
.
.
1. Every person h~s entered v9luntarily into this ordinance and· is by
this obligated to respect orders issued, by the above-named leaders,
whatever be ordered to the undersigned by them or their officials.
2. Work will begin on November 27, 1866. Everyone h~.p"~!,m~~ion
to use thQ~e]QgsJlecessary· to construct his house from cottonwoods' on
the .rio ~erco, by c~cession ofthe le;d):e::r=s-.-.--'-.- - - - - - ·3. Any person or persons included in the first section are by this
obligated to lend all services which is ordered them for labor. Whoever
fails to do so when he is notified to go to w()rk, or with intent to upsetthe
order, or to circumvenf it, is by this excluded from any rights in the
.
claim.
4. Hereby any person or persons have permission to enter with the object of obtaining the right to farm land which has been divided among
all in equal parts and which they have already received.
5. Be it understood that each and· everyone is obligated to lend any aid
which may be necessary and to pay in money whatever it may cost when
the land is surveyed by the Surveyor General, each whatever is his share.
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He who fails to do so, or is not willing to pay this money as well as other
costs that may be necessary for the survey is, by this fact, understood to
lose his right without appeal whatsoever.
6. Be it also understood that by these [rules] they are obligated to go
and claim and to live in said claim and whosoever does not wish to go
and live in said claim and to construct a house wherever he is ordered by
the above-named leaders, shall lose their rights.
7. Be it also understood that each and everyone is by this·[agreement]
obligated to remain there for the period of four or five years, according
to a law of Congress, until we have received our lawful land grant. From
this time forward no person or persons have the right to sell [the land],
mortgage it, or to alienate it in any manner, but only to enjoy it himself
or, in case of his death, his children who may colonize it· and remain
there in place of the father. Whoever fails and breaks the provisions of
this act herewith specified, will lose his rights without appeal whatsoever.
8. Each and all w'ill have the right to sell or do whatever they wish
when the period designated by law will have been completed and the
land grant is in our hands, in our possession. It is understood that when
they do acquire the right to sell or otherwise dispose of their property,
they may sell only the net amount which has been documented to them
by the leaders.
9. No person or persons shall have the right to a substitute. Whoever
wishes to put a substitute in his place is excluded' from the rights, and
neither the one nor the other will be admitted because only the leaders
have the right to fill vacancies and to allow entrance to whomever they
wish andno other person does so. (conclusion) .
Know you all by these present[conditions], that we, the undersigned,
agree to .all the rules of the present ordinance: and we approve them
under oath, and we subject ourselves to.all its requirements stipulated
herein. For its greater validation force, we subject ourselves to being
sworn under the present ordinan~e which we have approved, under a
law execut~d by us, the undersigned, without appeal whatsoever, and in
witness ofwhichwe request the Justice of the Peace to authorize the present law arid ordinance and to place on it his seal. Approved on October
4,1866..
Approved by the leaders: Francisco Armijoy Perea
'.
.Damaso Chavez
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Territory of New Mexico
County of Bernalillo
I, Mariano Armijo, Justice of the Peace of Atrisco precinct No.9, certify that all the rules that are within, written in the present regulation,
[as well] as in the agreement, and the wills of all the undersigned, as
recorded ~n a list on which are all the names of all those who have
agreed, in such-manner did it come before me and I certify it in my office
at Atrisco, on this the lith day of March, AD 1867.
Mariano Armijo (Seal)
Justice of the Peace
Territory of New Mexico
County of Bermilillo
Formalized in my office for the register today the first day of March
[sic], AD 1881 at 8 AM and registered in the book of documents "0"
page 53,54, and 55. Witness my hand and official seal today the 1st day
of April 1881. (seal)
Melchior Winces
Scribe and ex officio Registrar

NOTES
I. U.S., Bureau of Land Management, Surveyor General's Reports, New Mexico Land Grants, Records of Private Land Claims Adjudicated by .the U.S.
Surveyor General, 1855-1890, Case No. 49, File No. 93, Reel 18. Original
housed at the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe; microfilm of
originals, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico (UNM).
2. George Hammond and Agapito Rey, Don Juan de Onate, Colonizer of New
Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1953). Ona!!: called the Rio
Puerco "La Torriente de los AlaWQs" because of its many cottonwoods and
abundant water. See also KirK Bryan, "Historic Evidence on Changes in the
Channel of the Rio Puerco, a Tributary of the Rio Grande in New Mexico," Journal of Geology 36 (May 1928):265-282. See also Bernalillo County, Deed Record
Book (BCR), State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, Book 2, page 5. In a
request for a grant on the Rio Puerco made on April 28, 1768, a "Bosque
Grande" is mentioned that extended several leagues from the Montano Grant to
the C:erro Colorado, now south of Highway 1-40. (This area was later to become
part of the Atrisco grant.) Surveyor General's Reports, Case No. 49, mentions
many rah;s in the area.
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3. Governor de Vargas states: "I arrived with said force at . . . the Rio
Puerco and because the ford is so deep, it was necessary to carry the provisions
on men's shoulders. . . ." Ralph Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican
History,S vols. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, ,1917), 5:29.
4 .. Surveyor General's Reports, Case No. 49..
5. Some of these grants are to befound in Surveyor General's Reports, Case
No. 97, Reel 22; Case No. 100, Reel 22; Case No. 34, Reel 36; Case No. 99, Reel
22.
6. "Informe sobre las Misiones de laCebolleta, y Encinal, y sus
acaecimi[en]tosen este afio de 1750," A.G.N., Historia, Tomo 25, Expediente
No.3, fo!' 341 V (facsimile copy available at Zimmerman Library, UNM).
7. Frank D. Reeve, "Navaho-Spanish Diplomacy, 1770-1790," New Mexico
Historical Review 35 Uuly 1960):210.
8. Ralph Twitchell, The Spanish Archives of New Mexico, 2 vols. (Cedar
Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, 1914),2:90-92, item 277.
9. James William Abert, "Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert of his Examination of
New Mexico, in the Years 1846-'47," U.S. 'Congress, House Executive Document
No. 41, 30th Cong., 1st sess., 1848, pp: 466-67.
10. New Mexico Archives, Documents, Afio de 1808, Archive No. 2105. Expediente Nos. 3-4. These numbers follow those of Twitchell, The Spanish Archives,
2:520.
11. United States, Department of the Interior, Population Schedules of the
Eighth Census of the United States, 1860: New Mexico, Bernalillo County, Los
Duranes (National Archives microfilm, Microcopy No. 653, available at Zimmerman Library, UNM).
12. United States, Department of the Interior, Population Schedules of the
Ninth Census of the United States, 1870: New Mexico, Bernalillo County, Town
of San Francisco, household #11 (National Archives microfilm, Microcopy No.
593, available at Zimmerman Library, UNM).
13. BCR, Book "M," p. 16i.
14. BCR, Book "M," p. 463; BCR, Book "0," pp. 55,57.
15. Ninth U.S. Census, 1870.
16. BCR, Book "0," pp.55, 56.
17. HCR, Book "M," p. 161.
18. Surveyor General's Reports, Case No. 47.

Book Reviews
TARAHUMARA, WHERE NIGHT Is THE DAY OF THE MOON, By Bernard L. Fontana,
with photographs by John P. Schaefer. Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1979. 'Pp.
xiv, 167. Illus.,notes, blbliog., index. $20.00
'
RARAMURI. A TARAHUMARA COLONIAL CHRONICLE 1607-1791. Thomas E.
,Sheridan and Thomas H. Naylor, editors. Foreword by Charles W. Polzer,
S. J. Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1979. Pp. xii, 144. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $7.50
'
SPANISH JESUIT CHURCHES IN MEXICO'S TARAHUMARA. By Paul M. Roca. Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1979. Pp. xxiv, 369. Illus., notes, bibliog., index.
$18.50
THROUGHOUT HISTORY THE TARAHUMARA INDIANS. who call themselves Ranimuri,
have asked merely to remain obscure and untouched, to be left alone in the Sierra
Madre of Mexico'sChihuahua. Recently, however, the spotlight seems to be falling upon them. Less than four years ago the Rio Grande Press reprinted the
classic work of the 1930s, The Tarahumara, by Wendell Bennett and Robert
Zingg. In 1979 three books appeared which, in various ways, have followed in
these scholars' footsteps. Each one takes a totally different approach to the land
of the Tarahumanis and its people.
Tarahumara. Where Night Is the Dciy of the Moon is the most spectacular.
This is a beautiful, sensitively written book with text by Bernard Fontana, illustrated profusely with John Schaefer's outstanding photographs. It is, however,
far more than merely an attractive "coffee-table" volume. It comes perhaps the
closest to being a moden1 version of Bennett and Zingg, though the author's contact with the Tarahumaras was admittedly briefer than'theirs. He has drawn
judiciously on their information to supplement his ex~rierices but still 'manages
to make this a'very personal book. Details are' plentiful on the daily life and
customs of the Tarahumaras, covering almost every phase of their activities. Also
included are many charmiJ1g anecdotes relating to the specific villages the
author visited. '
'
Fontana shows great sympathy and understanding for these Indians, who have
retained the basics of their culture in spite of intrusions fr~m the outside wo~ld,
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intrusions which began on the day" in 1607 when Jesuit Father Juan Fonte first
entered their land. The author states that his omission of place names is an attempt to protect the privacy of this gentle but impressive people. His thoughtprovoking conclusion-that these Indians left him with the sense not of "Who are
they?" but rather of "Who are we, who would try to change their lives?" -is
worth consideration. Schaefer's photographs are strikingly beautiful, both black
and white and color, and present an excellent image of these people as they go
about the routine of their daily lives.
Raramuri. A Tarahumara Colonial Chronicle approaches the Tarahumaras
from a more scholarly standpoint. The book is a collection of Spanish documents
translated into English by the staff of the Documentary Relations of the
Southwest at the Arizona State Museum. It presents a number of unpublished
missionary reports and several accounts from civil and military records. These
documents give on-the-spot fnformation concerning the life of the Indians during
the 17th and 18th centuries, affording excellent insight into their relationship
with priests and settlers, though naturally hom the European point of view. The
texts are connec,ted by explanatory chapters recounting the historical
background for the described events, pointing out quite often the Indians' side of
the story.
The editors show great admiration for the Tarahumaras' desire to retain their
culture. Emphasis is mainly on history and on the impact of the modern world on
this remote people. Hope is expressed that they will continue to be able to control
their "ethnic dignity" as in the past. This is a thoroughly informative and
readable book about an unusual people from an unusual angle.
Spanish Jesuit Missions in Mexico's Tarahumara looks at the Tarahumara
country through the Jesuit mission churches that once stood or still stand among
its canyons. Roca traces the history of the Indians and their missions from the
early 17th century. He devotes one section to an accurate contemporary description of the Indians and their present way of life, though his approach is less
philosophical than that of the other two books. Locating the mission sites
through 17th and 18th century documents, Roca traveled over the area's back
roads and trails t~ pinpoint any remaining vestiges of the ancient churches, even
giving information on how to reach each specific one. The book provides useful
background material on the region, its people, and its Jesuit history, and is a serviceableguide for the would-be visitor.
Each of these volumes presents the Tarahumara Indians in a correctly sympathetic light. The attitudes toward their vulnerability to modern civilization
vary ho~ever. Fontana actively wishes to protect them from too much visitation
andaccultunition. Sheridan and Naylor view with sympathetic historians' eyes
the Indians'struggle against cultural change. Roca places greatest emphasis on
the missions and does not hesitate to point the way for any traveler to reach the
land of the Tarahumaras. But all have one thing in common, an obvious admira-'
tion 'for 'this enduring people, who well deserve any respect we can show them.

University ofArizona
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O. P. McMAINS AND THE ,MAXWELL LAND GRANT CONFLICT, By Morris F. Taylor.
Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1979. Pp. xvi, 365. Append.,
bibliog., index. Cloth $16.50, paper $9.50.
'
No BOOK better celebrates the late Morris Taylor's dedication to meticulous
research than this one. He left few stones unturned in his quest for Oscar P.
McMains's track through the Maxwell country. Given the mass of information
here presented concerning a previously nebulous personality, one can only
wonder at the number of side trails that must have turned up cold or as dead
ends. Taylor's penchant for exactitude made him a mentor to the entire profession; all scholars lost him too soon. '
Taylor,successfully deals with the central question which troubles every biographically oriented writer-does the life of the person who occupies the limelight deserve such expansive treatment as a monograph provides? Is the life under
study merely interesting, or does it provide insights into the times surrounding it?
As the first chapter notes, Taylor started with a broader concept in mind, a look
at the long controversy over the legality of the Maxwell grant, and was gradually
drawn to a biography of McMains, so inseparable were the two topics. Certainly
most of the opposition to the grant in court would have ceased after a few brief
skirmishes were it not for the quixotic Methodist-preacher-turned-social-activist.
That last description of McMains brings this reviewer to one of the few quibbles with Taylor's treatment of his subject. It would have been useful to know
McMains's feelings about his place in the broader organized church activity, the
Social Gospel. Although the center of the movement was in the urban East,
Westerners were not unaware of its existence or its call for involvement in secular
society. Did McMains think of himself as marching within the ranks of the social
gospellers? Certainly such a feeling would have contributed to his conviction that
he still retained his clerical rights even though he had no parish after 1876.
Equally of interest might have been a closer examination of the antiforeign implications of opposition toward the grant after the Dutch financiers entered the
picture in the late 1870s. In short, some added dimensions might have been
helpful.
Having praised Taylor's precision and emphasis on detail, I will now fault his
editors for not restraining some tendency toward overzealousness along those
same lines. The intrusion of text notes really detracts from readability, especially
when note characters appear midsentence. The reader is drawn, Pavlov-like, to
refer to the note, thus breaking the train of thought, or is forced to accumulate
references for the end of a paragraph. Some of the material could have been included in the text, more omitted, and all note symbols saved for sentence ends.
The late Morris Taylor, besides being a first-rank student of history, was also a,
fine representative of the human race generally. Not just historians are made
poorer by his absence. It is fitting that in this last published work before his
death, Taylor rescued from obscurity another person of dedication to his chosen
work.

Aerospace Medical Division, San Antonio

JAMES T. STENSVAAG
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KIVA, CROSS AND CROWN. By John L. Kessell. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office,1979. ,Pp. 587. Illus., notes,
bibliog., index. $12.00
IF EARLIER HISTORY books had been written in this manner, we would have more
students genuinely interested in history. The Pecos Indian people and the Pecos
National,Monument have long been a subject of curiosity, interest, and study by
professional historians and archaeologists. Much has been written on the subject
but· never has the vague and unknown ever been presented in such a down-toearth manner. Dr. John L. Kessell, formerly a historian for the National Park
Service and an obviously meticulous and thorough researcher, has done an outstanding job in presenting a solid history of a great people in whose decisions and
actions lay the beginning of an empire. These people held in their little-known
hands the fate of simple friars, bold conquistadores, and self-serving colonial
governors.
Ancient Spanish documents have been buried in the archives waiting for
another outstanding Southwestern historian such as Bolton or Scholes to weave
the threads of the elusive Pecos Pueblo. And as Kessell himself writes in his
Preface, "there are scenes that would delight a script writer." His style of writing
makes the reader feel like an actual participant in the human drama lived in the
past.
As careful as a writer has to be, there are always some embarrassing errors. As
a native son I must point out that on page 271 the hills to the west of San Ildefonso are not where the Black Mesa is located. The Black Mesa is north of San
Ildefonso Pueblo; the error belongs to the, Museum of New Mexico. As a direct
descendant, I must point out on page 495 that Elsie C. Parsons 'was correct when
she wrote that Juan Antonio Toya was a captive of the Comanches. (Toya is a
Comanche word meaning "hill." The man was my maternal grandmother's
grandfather.) On page 467 it is written that "Toya and ten others, three of them
women, put their x's on paper." The truth is there were four women whose
names were Simona Toribio, Maria Encarnaci6n Armenta, Reyes Chama, and
Juana Vigil.
Another error crops .up· in the caption for a painting by .Richard H. Kern 'in
1849 (p. 422a). The Jemez governor of that year was Francisco Hos-styi (Lightning), not "Hos-ta." On the followingpage in the centerfold, the painting does
not resemble a green corn dance, though it might be the artist's conception of
one.
Overall the book is a tremendous asset to Southwestern history with excellent
and readily available information on native population in different years at
Pecos. The volume also contains a list of Franciscan friars,. notable natives, and
lists of encomenderos and alcaldes mayores in the appendix, which is followed by
a wealth 'of footnote and bibliographical references.

Jemez Pueblo
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN AMERICAN INDIAN RESERVATIONS. Native American
"Studies, University of New Mexico. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1979. Pp. 157. Illus., notes. $8.95
THE ·NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES progr~m at the University of New M~x"ico has
project~d a publication series in three parts: History, Literature, and Development. This volume is th~ first in the Development s~ries. We look forward with
interest to future publications in this and the other two series and anticipate· that
the same high standards ~ollowed in this instance will be continued.
The federal government has not maintained high standards historically in connection with its trust responsibility for the orderly development of Indian
resources. Afte~ the beginning of leasing in the latter part of tne 19th century, it
took something aki~ to self-determination on" the part of the Osage agency to
bring an end to tlte plundering and murder that had become typical of the
management of income from oil leases on historic Osage lands.
In 1922 a so-called "Five-year industrial prograpl," tried as an experiment on
the Blackfeet Reservation, promised that Indians could be made "self-supporting
citizens" through the development of plans to m~ke more efficient use of reservation resources. The Depression and World WarII years saw the development of
Indian competence in the u~e of mechanized equipment that would increase their
ability to utilize and manage reservation lands and resources. In the midst of the
termination fiasco of the 1950s, Senate 802, "a bill to provide economic
assistance to the American Indians," patterned after President Truman's Point
IV program to give technical assistance to Indian reservations similar to that
being provided "for foreign developing nations, was introduced. This legislation,
requested by Indians a decade or" two before its time, was another preview of the
self-determination philosophy.
These kinds of background ideas are dealt with by Simon J. Ortiz, poet and
writer of Acoma Pueblo, in the narrative poem "The Land and the People are
Speaking"; and by Vine Deloria, Jr. in a concise legal summary titled "SelfDetermination and the Conc'ept of Sovereignty," in Part I. Part II contin~es the
"Historical Backgro~nd for Underdevelopment" with Klara B. Kelley's·"Federal
Indian Land Policy and Economic Development in the United States"; Norris C.
Hundley, Jr.'s "The Dark and Bloody Ground of Indian Water Rights"; and Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz's "Sources of Underdevelopment."
.
To give the reader examples of economic development or underdevelopment,
Part III follows the theme "The Navajo Nation: A Case Study," and includes articles by Louise Lamphere, "Traditional "Pastoral Economy"; by Lorraine"
Turner Ruffing, "Dependence and Underdevelopment"; Al Henderson's "Tribal
Enterprises: Will They Survive?"; Gerald J. Boyle's "Tax Alternatives"; and
Lynn A. Robbins's "Structural Changes in Navajo Government Related to
Development."
"
,
"
Part IV treats "The Politics of Indian Underdevelopment and Development,"
and presents the following articles: "Strategy for Asserting Indian Control over
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Mineral Development," by Lorraine Turner Ruffing; "Planning Indian
Economic Development," by Phil Reno;' and "Choices' and Directions," by Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz.
As stated in the introduction: "most of the authors are scholars who are involved in various aspect~ of research and planning directly or indirectly for
American Indian governments.. The book is perceived as a means to make
available information and theories o~ economic development which are difficult
to acquire," At the clo~eof th~ introductory statement the point is made that
"perhaps the essays that comprise this book raise more questions than answers. A
major point made throughout is that more questions should be asked, that
American Indian people ,are ~ight to be concerned and skeptical about 'economic
development' as it is being presented to them through government and corporation programs."
,
This collection of research articles on the subject of Economic Development includes notes after the articles, and "Notes on the Contributors" at the end of the
work. The publication is recommended for inclusion in the research collections
of libraries, Ethnic Studies centers, government agencies, and individuals with
interests in resource development, environmental protection, the American Indian, and the American West in general. The editors are "to be complimented for
this contribution in a field where additional research is needed.

University of Utah

S. LYMAN TYLER

AMERICAN FORTS: ARCHITECTURAL FORM AND FUNCTION, By Willard B. Robinson. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977, Pp. xiii, 229, Illus., maps,
bibliog., index. $15.00
THIS AD'RACTIVE WORK by an architectural historian is one of the few serious
books on fortification to be published in recent years. It includes a ,splendid collection of illustrations, more than a hundred in number, many never before in
print. It also provides a comprehensive bibliography ~n fortification.
The book is at its best in the se~tion on the forts of the frontier, those works-so
associated still with our pioneer heritage-that arose as' monuments to the
westward expansion of the United States..Withgreat expertise and sensitivity, the
author has captured the innovative ingenuity e~ident in the cons,truction of these
defenses. Yet, this well-handled topic somehow clashes with one of the book's
main themes, that indicated by its subtitle. For the lesson that emerges with
regard to frontier forts is that such works-tangible proofs of the Alllerican
knack' for "maki'1g-do" with the materials and circumstances at hand~clearly
reflected the adaptability of their builders but, at the same time, took their forms
far less from' their function than from a wide variety of other factorstopography, native vegetation and building materials, climate.
In dealing with the defense of the coasts, where most of this nation;s permanent
forts were constructed, the author treads less convincingly. Apparently'from the
fact that most of the eighteenth and nineteenth century texts on fortification (at
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any rate, of the texts used in this country) were French, he seems to have embraced the fundamental theme that the French influence upon permanent
American fortification was, in practice, correspondingly overwhelming. The influence of other nations-Spain and Great Britain being the most important-is
all but ignored, as is (more unfortunately) the substantial body of contributions
by a small group of American military engineers who gave as much to the
theory, architecture, and technology of seacoast defense as any of their European
contemporaries. The French influence was unquestionably significant, perhaps
pre-eminent. Nevertheless, it was not so completely or exclusively dominant as
contended in this work, where the French role is professed with a fervor that, on
balance, merely impairs the book's over-all credibility.
Critical readers are likely, in retrospect, to raise serious questions over the
book's title, suggesting as it does a comprehensiveness-both geographical and
temporal-that never materializes. Of the American continent, only the portion
within the present "contiguous" United States is, in fact, covered (which may, to
a degree, excuse the neglect of Spanish influences on fortification in this
hemisphere). Nor, for all practical purposes, does the book's coverage extend
beyond the nineteenth century, i.e., beyond the era of the frontier forts. One
might concede that the author has dealt adequately and fairly with what he
regards as American Forts. However, his definition in that case unfortunately excludes the large majority of the permanent defensive structures built by this
country, as well as most of the still-standing works adjoining major coastal cities,
in the very areas once described by Walter Millis as veritable museums of this nation's military architecture.
In sum, somewhere between the book's title, its subtitle, and its actual contents, it somehow doesn't deliver. Though appearing to have sound substanceand likely therefore to be received by many as a definitive work-the book's real
strength lies in its graphics. These, admittedly, are worth the price; for many,
they will be enough.

u.s. House ~f Representatives Library

EMANUEL RAYMOND LEWIS

CiTIES OF TIIE AMERICAN WEST: A HISTORY OF FRONTIER URBAN PLANNING. By
John W. Reps. Princeton: Princeton Univer~ityPress, 1979. Pp. xii, 827. Illus.,
.
.
notes, bibliog., index. $75.00
NEARLY TWENTY YEARS AGO Richard C. Wade sketched out the urban frontier
thesis. In it, he argued -that Frederick Jackson Turner's interpretation of the
American frontier experience was seriously flawed by a lack of understanding of
the evolution of cities. Now, after the passage of two decades and the appearance
of several supporting monographs, the Wade Thesis has received what must be
considered its ultimate vindication from the pen of JohnW. Reps. Cities of the
American West: A History of Frontier Urban Planning is the latest addition to
Reps's encyclopedic research on American urban planning practice, which by
now has covered
In :the
. .almost every nook and cranny of a vast field of endeavor.
.
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process, the author carries the description and interpretation of the urbanfrontier into the trans-Mississippi West and solidly entrenches it there. Whereas
Richard Wade centered his research on the city frontier of the Ohio and Upper
Mississippi River valleys and merely suggested that his idea applied to the remainder of American frontier' experience,' Reps applies the argument to the West
most comprehensively defined. As Wade before him, Reps found that towns
formed "the spearheads of the frontier," that the frontier did not represent a line
of advance across the country, and that urban' frontiersmen largely reproduced
rather than created the culture that they came to live in. This latter not only confirrns the Urban Frontier but substantiates the notion that cities historically and
contemporaneously create relatively uniform products.
For the area and time selected, the evidence presented by Reps is overwhelming, even mountainous. The author examines every period of Western urban
planning, every Western geographic locale, and every kind of planning that
occurred-Mormon, Spanish, Mexican, railroad, booster, miner and so forth. A
wide variety of sources underlies the author's contention. The graphic dimension
of this book is particularly impressive. The text is repeatedly punctuated with
richly illustrated maps, lithographic views, sketches, and other fascinating visual
evidence. Unfortunately, these are sometimes repetitious, especially the plat
maps. The author deplores the omnipresent American square plat and then overwhelms his audience with an endless parade of plat maps marching across mountain, valley, hillside.
In many respects, the narrative suffers from the same flaw and from a lack of
analytic comment as well. Rather than analyzing and generalizing about his
topical selections, Reps is content to write a series of sequential biographies of the
early foundation and planning of western towns. These are sometimes enriched
by humor and useful comparative insights, but by and large the story is
repetitious and lacking in both interpretation and synthesis. All of this has vastly
increased both the length and cost of the book.
.
Still, the size and price of this valuable book do not detract from its persuasiveness or its impressiveness. It is a signiHcant contribution to our understanding of the urbanization of America, and it ends on the right note-the prospects of United States city planning. Echoing Lord Bryce's criticisms of the
speculative, frenzied, shabby, and thoughtless quality of urban growth in the
West, Professor Reps argues that "somehow this must change" (p. 694). This is
the perennial planners' plea and perhaps the central dilemma of that critical
discipline. American cities should be better planned than they have been, but no
one has yet advanced an overwhelmingly persuasive strategy for projecting the
rationality and the public interest of city planning into the capitalistic and
democratic context of city politics and public policy. Perhaps that is the task to
which future planning histories should be addressed. Especially after this
volume, it can be said with assurance that our planning tradition has been comprehensively sketched out, but we do not yet know what the past tells us about
how to improve upon our performance.

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

ROGER W. LOTCHIN
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THE SALOON ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN MINING FRONTIER. By Elliott West. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979. IIIus., notes, bibliog., index, append.
Pp. x, 197. $14.50
HISTORIANS OF THE AMERICAN W~ST have briefly mentioned the ever-prese~t
saloon in frontier communities, and the entertainment media has used the saloon
as a setting for endless dramatic presentation~, but no scholar has given serious
consideration to the impact of these public drinking houses on the social structure and attitudes of mining towns. Elliott West has chosen the Rocky Mountain
mining region including parts of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah, Montana, and Idahp for his pioneering study. His focus is on the institutions that drew most of their income from the sale of .Iiquor and excludes
theaters, gambling establishments, and dance halls where alcohol was sold.
An initial chapter, "The Sacramental Glass of Whisky," examines the validity
of the popular image of the saloon and its infiuence on society. The mining frontier was overwhelmed by competition and materialism. The young, male,
heterogeneous population was exceptionally mobile, and the vast majority were
frustrated by unfulfilled hopes and in need of companionship and association,
prime factors in causing people everywhere to drink in excess. Moreover, liquor
was easily transported to places difficult of access and was therefore abundant.
Public drinking met genuine psychological needs but also led to public disorder,
crime, ·and personal suffering by undermining health. Turning to" the physical
development of the saloon, the author suggests that there were three stages .of
transition from crude tents and shacks to more stable structures and finally to
elegant establishments with billiard tables, dance floors, and private rooms for
the town's elite. Profuse illustrations of each developmental stage augment the
text.
A quantitative analysis of the information about saloonmen reveals that they
were similar to the members of society that surrounded the~-young, white,
single, native-born, with a sprinkling of migrants from Germany and Ireland.
Personally they were mobile, hard-working, highly visible, expansive, generous,
friendly, and possessed a broad sense of humor. In the early days of the mining
camp the saloon provided housing, served as a post office, an~ a meeting place
for juries, politicians, prizefights, a!1d cianc~s, but the emphasis on camaraderie
was never forgotten.
Fro.m the economic standpoint", the saloon ~as not the bonanza it was thought
to be, according to West's investigation." The possession of initial capital and lu~k
were the apparent keys to success. Obtaining a suitable location, the level of
license fees and taxes, the necessity to extend credit, and growing competition
were all factors th<it had to be dealt with. W~st analyzes the impact of these
various factors.in a case study of Leadville, Colorado, the wealthi~st urban
center in the Rocky Mountain region. In the ~aturing camp the establishment of
schools, churche.s, and theat{lrs minimized tli~ diversity of services provided by
the saloon. As a symbol of permissiveness and self-indulgence, it .was the target
fo.~attack by reformers belonging to the Women's Christian :remperan~e Union,
the Young Men's Christian Association, the Independent Order of Good
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Templars, and Murphy "blue ribbon" men. Ordinanc~s were passed limiting the
district within the towns where saloons could operate, taxes and license fees were
increased, but the campaign to end Sunday drinking collapsed. The saloon survived as a place of diversion and a male sanctuary.
-The interpretations and conclusions of West's study are not startling; but they
are reliable. His book is exceptionally well-written, dramatic, and entertaining.
Each chapter has a smashing introduction, is well-organized, provides adequate
summaries and transitions to the subsequent discussions. A careful reader may
find the repetition of ideas and slang terms distracting, but they can be justified
on the grounds of emphasis. While dealing with a popular subject, the author has
not neglected all the trappings of scholarship, including appendices of a census
profile and a biographical profile of saloon owners. The bibliography and notes
reveal that the author's research has been extensive and thorough. Hisbook is a
significant contribution to the business and social development of the nation.

University of California, Davis

W. TURRENTINE JACKSON

THE OUTLAW TRAIL: A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME. By Robert Redford. New York:
Grosset & Dunlap, 1978. Pp. 223. Illus., index. $19.95.
IN OCTOBER OF 1975 movie actor Robert Redford and eight other people met in
Wyoming to journey southward along what the more romantic have called "The
Outlaw Trail." This supposedly started at the Canadian border, meandered to
Miles City, Montana, moved down to the Hole-in-the-Wall in Wyoming, ran then
to Browns Park in the Four Corners country, proceeded through'the Navajo territory to St. Johns, Arizona, and continued to Silver City and Las Cruces, New
Mexico, ending at EI Paso and the Mexican border. This less-than-epic trek was
financed by National Geographic, which already has published a portion of the
work.
Redford's(?) prose is extremely readable as he chronicles the trip, describing
terrain and recording conversations with interesting characters he met along the
way, interspersed with biographies of outlaws and tidbits of popular history.
Somehow he managed to meet almost all the Western stereotypes-.:the laconic
cowboy capable of drinking everyone under the table, the old-timer full of yarns
about the "good old days," the sweet, grandmotherly type who knew all the
outlaws and can tell tales not in any book, even the modem big citY boy who has
returned to the wilderness to build his ecologically sound cabin with his own
hands.
The tone of the book is set in the Foreword where Redford describes the region
as "a lawless area where any man with a past or a price on his head was free to
roam 'nameless,' provided he was good with a: gun, fast on a horse, cleverer than
the next man, could'run as fast as he could cheat, trusted no one, had eyes in the
back of his head and a fool's sense of adventure. No holds were barred on this
trail and old age was a freak condition" (p. 12). The pictures, both historic and
contemporary, are numerous, stunning, and colorful, but the book has no value
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for serious scholars-and would have virtually no appeal to the popular audience
if the authorwas anyone other than the Sundance Kid reincarnated.

Memphis State University Press

ODIE B. FAULK

BACK IN TIlE SADDLE AGAIN. By Gene Autry with Mickey Herskowitz. Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1978. Pp. 252. Illus., index, discography, filmography. $8.95.
I DON'T CLAIM to have seen all of the ninety-three Gene Autry movies, but I've
surely seen enough of them. Through Autry's Back in the Saddle Again, I have
relived a pleasant portion of my childhood-the Saturday afternoons at the Ritz
and Plaza movie theaters. For seven cents, I saw-sometimes twice-three cartoons, a serial, and a B grade western movie. It was an especially good afternoon
if the movie starred Gene Autry, one of my favorite cowboys. The only thing,
though, that worried me was that Gene kept changing; some afternoons he was
young and sang songs I had never heard before, and at other times, although he
sang the latest westerns, he looked older.
Back in the Saddle Again presents a sketchy but interesting account of Gene
Autry's public life. Born in Tioga, Texas, in 1907, Orvon Gene Autry later
mqved with his family to a farm in southern Oklahoma. As a young man he
worked as a railroad telegraph operator and beginning in 1928 sang for KVOO
in Tulsa as "Oklahoma's Yodeling Cowboy." Two years later he starred for
Chicago's WLS National Barn Dance. By then Autry had released several records
for the American Record Corporation label and within a short time was recording on the Sears label. In 1934 the now famous western singer sang in a Ken
Maynard western, In Old Santa Fe. After appearing in two episodes of a Ken
Maynard serial and making a serial of his own, The Phantom Empire, he starred
in the first western planned around the central character's ability to sing. The
success of Tumbling Tumbleweed not only made Gene Autry the "Original
Singing Cowboy" and assured his future, but also created a new formula for
western movies-good stories, music, action, comic relief, and just a little
romance. The forrilUla proved so successful that Autry's more and more demanding schedule included eight singing westerns a year.
Pat Buttram, the dependable sidekick in some of Autry's later films and a
regular member on the radio show "Melody Ranch," has stated tha't Gene Autry
"used to ride off into the sunset; now he owns it." Although Buttram's statement
was meant as a pun, it does illustrate the fact that through his film career and
afterwards, Gene Autry was a shrewd businessman. He was alive to opportunities and made the most of each. Today his empire consists of broadcasting stations, film production compariies, real estate, and an American League baseball
.
team, the California Angels.
Back in the Saddle Again will appeal to the many who enjoyed the B westerns
and are nostalgic about a supposedly gentler era. From·a specific point of view, it
will also serve useful to those interested in the evolution of western music. As a
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guide for future singing cowboys to become millionaires, it will not be useful.
Even though devoting a couple of chapters to his post-music and film careers and
partially describing his corporate empire, Autry admits that he has not analyzed
his success; he just enjoys it. Anyway there is only one Gene Autry.

East Tennesse State University

EMMETI M. ESSIN

SPANISH AND MEXICAN RECORDS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST: A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDE TO ARCHIVE AND MANUSCRIPT SOURCES, By Henry Putney Beers.
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1979. Pp. xii, 493. Illus., notes, bibliog.,
index. $8.96 paper, $18.50 cloth
THIS IS AN EXCEPTIONALLY valuable volume, long needed by scholars and students
of the history of American Southwest, often tabbed the Spanish Borderlands. The
author, archivist, historian, editor, brings impressive credentials to this task of
complementing his similar and earlier regional survey of sources and materials
on the French and British Old Northwest. He has been in this business for better
than thirty years.
The present book notes and catalogues the Records of New Mexico, of Texas, of
California, and Arizona for the Spanish and Mexican periods of their history.
Each section is broken into such categories as Provincial Records, Legislative
Records, Archival Reproductions, Documentary Publications, Manuscript Collections, Land Records, Records of Local Jurisdictions, and Ecclesiastical
Records. There are several useful lists in the Appendices and a sizable bibliography. To assist the reader each area section is preceded by a' well-drawn map,
noting the principal colonial and territorial settlements.
Further, each section is prefaced with a mini-history of the are~. 1'his ,ingenious addition to a work of this sort, relatively unique in such works, helps to
put the varied collections surveyed into the proper settiJig which brought them
into being. This technique fuses a certain life into them. Other historical not~s
are scattered through the various categories listed. There are occasional minor
inac~uracies in these bits of history, but this does not detract from the overall
value of the book. There are ample footnotes in each instance to allo~ the reader
to do a bitof personal research in the interest of rectificaion of slips.
Not oTJly does the author supply the general historical background of the areas,
he very often relates the story of how bodies of documents ended in their current
repositories and who among later gatherers and copiers happened to be responsible. In the mini-histories of these repos'itories much infor~ation comes to
light-as an 'example, one can cite the Bancroft Collection!Lib~aryof the Univer~
sity of California-Berkeley, or, again, the Huntington Library, or the Newberry
Library. Such historical bits as these add to reader interest; this is not simply a
dry, however useful, listing of source ~ollectiop.s.
.
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One stands, or more likely sits, aghast at the industry of the author in assembling the vast amount of information whiCh has gone into -this book. And
even the most demanding of readers should indulge him oversights and
omissi?n~:-~he one who strives for absolute perfection will find ninety per cent,
or better, of h(s tasK already done. '
BOTl;lerianders and American historians in general must be grateful to Henry
Putney Beers" .
'
'

Saint Louis University

JOHN FRANCIS BANNON

TEXAS ANNEXATION AND THE MEXICAN WAR: A POLITICAL STUDY OF THE OLD
NORTHWEST. By Norman E. Tutorow. Palo Alto, Ca:: Chadwick House, 1978.
Pp. xv, 320. Illus., notes, append., bibliog., index. $12.95.
TEXAS ANNEXATION AND THE MEXICAN WAR fpcuses upon four stlites)n the Old
Northwest: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio. The work analyses the affect
of annexation and the war on Rolities and public opinion in those states. It also
compares the response of the Old Northwest to these issues with the response of
."
'
the nation at large.
Twelve chapters treat the Northwest's reaction to such sub-topics as the 1844
anne~ation treaty, the electism .of 1844, Texas statehood, the declaration of war,
the W'ilmot Proviso. With but one or. two exceptions, each chapter provides an
overview of the issue, a state-by-state analyses of the reaction therein, and a summary. There are six appendices. An extensive bibliography reveals that much
research has been done among manuscripts, published papers, imd newsp~pers,
aQd that most of the appropriate, secondary sources have been consulted.
'
'The method ,of organization leads inevitably to a considerable degree of r!lpetition. I,t is established early on that Illinois and Indiana, having a greater proportion of residents with South~rr origins, were less restrain~d in their support of
southwestern expansion. than were Ohio and Michigan. This is in keeping with
the work's chief assertion, that the 014 Northwest represented "the nation in
microcosm on almost every problem litudied" (p. xiii). This leads to ,the conclusion that the Northwest's response to Texas annexation, the Mexican ,War,. and
the Wilmot Proviso were "the fi~st dir~ct antt,!cedents of a sectional split that hilS
generally been attributed to events of a decade later, or at the earliest, to the . . .
Compromise of 1850. . ." (p. 212). More than thirty years ago Avery Craven
~rote' in The Coroing of the Civil War of the sectional divisions during the Polk
administration. And the "nation in microcosm" does not adequately convey the
complexities of the United'States during the 1840s.
If one is interested in the four.' states under discussiolil during the perio~
covered, Texas Annexation and the Mexican War TJilay be of some use, particularly the graphic information provided by the appendices.

New Mexico State University

GENE MARTIN BRACK
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THE EAGLE AND THE SERPENT: THE SPANISH AND AMERICAN INVASIONS OF MEXICO,
1519 AND 1846. By John Selby. New York: Hippocrene Books, 1978. Pp. 163.
Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $12.95.
MILITARY HISTORY has usually been relegated to the backwaters of the historical
profession. The underlying political and economic forces of warfare have consistently captured the attention of historians rather than the decisions and tactics
of military operations. John Selby's book, The Eagle and the Serpent, will do
little to improve the status of military history.
Selby's narrative concerns two critical events in Mexican history: the
remarkable conquest of the Indians of central Mexico by a handful of Spaniards,
and the successful attempt by the U.S. to acquire the northwestern territories of
its southern neighbor. In both cases, Selby suggests in his introduction that the invasions proved to be a civilizing force among the conquered. Statements of a
"white man's burden" have rarely appeared in recent years in such overt terms.
Indeed, the British author, after a visit to a Mexican bordertown, claims "that it
would have been better for everyone concerned if in the Mexican war, the United
States had seized the whole country." The painfulness of such an assertion (ifnot
its ridiculousness) is compounded by the author's treatment of the Spanish invasion.
Dozens of works in English, not to mention those in Spanish, have described
the Spanish march into Mexico, the confrontation between Hernan Cortes and
the Aztec chieftain, Moctezuma. Unfortunately, Selby's footnotes and
bibliography reflect a serious lack of scholarship. Clearly, the defeat of the
Aztecs depended to a large extent on the military stance adopted by the Aztecs
and the crucial aid rendered by their Indian enemies to Cortes. In this respect,
Selby apparently ignored, for example. R. C. Padden's engrossing, welldocumented study of the conquest (The Hummingbird and the Hawk). The current re-publication of Cortes and Montezuma, by Maurice Collis, remains an
imaginative, provocative reconstruction of the interplay between two distinctive
civilizations as represented by Moctezuma and Cortes-an account written by an
amateur historian that easily surpasses Selby's effort.
Selby's neglect of Mexican sources cripples his narrative of the U.S.-Mexican
War of 1846-1848. As in his chronicle of the Spanish invasion, Selby focuses on
the victors; the vanquished are briefly sketched in only to provide, it. seems,
North American military leaders with "rea\': adversaries. There is one exception,
General Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna. But Santa Anna was essentially symptomatic of his nation's political and economic weaknesses; weaknesses that contributed importantly to the inadequate military response by Mexico and its eventual
defeat. This crucial point, however, is virtually unexplored by the author. Basic
works (in English, Charles Cumberland's Mexico, Jan Bazant's Concise History
of Mexico) convincingly demonstrate the significance of Mexico's fractured
political economy to the U.S. victory.
In short, the ease of success by Spaniard and American remains obscure
despite the richness of descriptive detail supplied by the author.
For the reader unfettered by questions of interpretation or evidence, The Eagle
and the Serpent will provide moments of interest. The author's crisp narrative
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flows well, contains appropriate anecdotes, and includes instances of excitement,
even drama. Nevertheless, the thoughtful reader will leave Selby's book perhaps
more puzzled than before about the dynamics and importance of the military
victories of the Spanish and American invasions of Mexico.

University of California, Berekely

ALEX M. SARAGOZA

TEN NOTABLE WOMEN OF LATIN AMERICA. By James and Linda Henderson.
Chicago: Nelson Hall, 1978. Pp. xxii, 257. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $7.95.
TEN NOTABLE WOMEN OF LATIN AMERICA is a collection of vignettes about such
personalities as the Indian Malinche, Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, the Brazilian
Empress Leopoldina, Colombian revolutionary La Pola, Cuban Mariana Grajales, down to such contemporary figures as Eva Peron, Gabriela Mistral, and
Tania, the Cuban guerilla who fought with Che Guevara in his ill-fated mission
to Bolivia. Why these women are more notable than others such as Peruvian
Aprista leader Magda Portal, or Cuban feminist, Vilima Espin, or Bolivian
poetess Adela Zamudio is never explained, nor is any rationale offered for the
selection of the ten women included in this work. The choices are disappointing
if only because the women studied have long been the standard fare in survey
history classes where some perfunctory allusion to the role of women necessarily
evokes the likes of Sor Juana, the Malinche, or Eva Peron.
In the introductory essay the reader is told that two kinds of writings have
dominated the study of women's history in this hemisphere: biographies and
mass/class analyses. The Hendersons explain that their work culls the best of
both styles. Unfortunately, the results do not demonstrate any new perspective on
women in Latin America, and, in fact, their analyses reveal an insensitivity to the
research of the past decade which emphasizes the importance of class as well as
sex factors determining the rights and liberties women enjoyed in Hispanic society. Moreover, to choose the "exceptional woman" approach, which has come
under fire in light of new research, adds little to our understanding of the complexities of feminine life in America. As scholar Charles Gibson has stated, to use
this line of inquiry will only represent "exceptional minds responding in unusual
ways to an environment in which all of them felt ill at ease."
The biographies are well-written, synthesizing many secondary Spanish
sources to yield an almost baroque eye for detail and language. The prose, while
pleasant enough reading, is subject to historical and literary hyperbole with a
heavy dose of poetic license more suited for story-telling than historical narrative. For instance, in describing the escapades of the Nun Ensign, a female deviant of the early seventeenth century, the following passage is representative:
"As Catalina became tangled in the sticky web of love, she slipped into indiscretions of a different sort."
To reduce feminine life in the Americas to stories of intrigue and glory does
nothing to serve women's history. Ten Notable Women of Latin America is a
work that does too little too late to make it useful in a university history course.
Perhaps in a high school program such stories might whet the appetite of young
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readers, who on their own, would seek 'more comprehensive anthologies, but the
text does not include a bibliography for further reading suggestions save for the
list of sources used to write each chapter.
Finally, one note about the illustrations. For each woman there appears a portrait which bears little resemblance to extant portraits and photographs. In view
of the rich iconographic sources on women, and especiafly of the more notable
ones, it is a pity to introduce new readers to women's history with such
unimaginative art. This is a small point but one which deserves attention in a
social history cum biographical approach.

Center for Defense Information
Washington, D.C.

JOHANNA

S. R.

MENDELSON

Book Notices
"The Southwest: A Regional View," New America 3 (Spring 1979):1-138. A
special issue of this journal devoted to the cultural regionalism of the Southwest.
Deals with literature, history, and the arts. Copies available from the American
Studies Department, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
California Catholicity. By Msgr. Francis J. Weber. Los Angeles: Archdiocese
of Los Angeles, 1979. Pp. xv, 207. IIIus., index. $13.00. A collection of the
author's weekly newspaper articles on the Catholic history of California.
Dust to Dust: Obituaries of the Gunfighters. Compo by Jerry J. Gaddy. IIIus. by
Dale Crawford. San Rafael, Ca.: Presidio Press; Fort Collins, Co.: The Old Army
Press, 1977. Pp. .160. IIIus., acknowledgements. $11.95. On-the-scene accounts
of the lives and times of nearly two dozen famous western gunfighters. Especially
for non-professionals.
The Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa Verde, Southwestern Colorado. By Gustaf
Nordenskiold. Trans. by D. Lloyd Morgan. Glorieta, N.M.: The Rio Grande
Press, Inc., 1979. Pp. 174, xi. IIIus., index, append. $25.00, paper, $15.00.
Reprints the classic work of 1893 and includes useful biographical information
in a new introduction.
Andrew Garraga's Compilation of Herbs and Remedies Used by the Indians
and Spanish Californians Together with Some Remedies of His Own Experience.
Ed. by Msgr. Francis J. Weber. Los Angeles: Plantin Press, 1978. Pp. 57. Index.
$20.00. A limited-edition reprint of a manuscript by the Catalan priest Garraga
(1843-1915). Contains indexes to diseases and herbs of early California.
Western Movies. Ed. by William T. Pilkington and Don Graham. IIIus. by
Laura Butler. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1979. Pp. 157.·
IIIus., notes, bibliog., $13.95. Twelve essays dealing with major western fihns,
plus a useful introduction and a brief bibliography.
Socorro Photographer: Joseph Edward Smith 1858-1936. Compo by John
Dewitt Mckee and Spencer Wilson. Volume 8, Publications in History. Socorro:
Socorro County Historical Society, 1974. Pp. 54. IIIus. $4.95. Useful collection
of. early Socorro photographs. Primarily nineteenth-century scenes and personages.
Governor Antonio Martinez and Mexican Independence in Texas: An Orderly
Transition. By Felix D. Almaraz, Jr. San Antonio, Tx.: Bexar County Historical
Commission, 1979. Pp. iv, 16. IIIus., notes. n.p. Brief reprinted essay-booklet
from The Permian Historical Annual 15 (December 1975).
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Preliminary Survey of the Mexican Collection. By Susan M. Cottier, Roger M.
Haigh, Shirley A. Weathers. Finding Aids to the Microfilmed Manuscript Collection of the Genealogical Society of Utah. Ed. by Roger M. Haigh. Number I. Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1978. Pp. xlvii, 163. Illus. $12.00. A
preliminary and incomplete survey of the Mexican materials in the extensive
Mormon microfilm collection in Salt Lake City. Lists primarily parish and civil
registers. Very useful for scholars and genealogists.
The Lightning Tree Southwestern Reader for 1979. Santa Fe: The Lightning
Tree~Jene Lyon, Publisher, 1978. n.p. Paper, $3.95. An anthology of Southwest
folklore with a weekly calendar.
.
The Western Shore: Oregon Country Essays. Ed. by Thomas Vaughan.
Portland: Oregon Historical Society, n.d. Pp. xii, 373. Illus., notes, index. n.p.
Contains thirteen essays dealing with the Pacific Northwest. For scholars and
buffs.
A Journey to California: The Letters of Thaddeus Dean 1852. Ed. by Ka tharine
Dean Wheeler. Tampa, Fl.: American Studies Press, 1979. Pp. vi, 26. Illus.
Paper, $3.00.

CONFERENCE NEWS

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 1980
Roswell, New Mexico, will host the 1980 annual state historical society
meeting from Friday, April 18 through Sunday, April 20, Convention headquarters will be the Roswell Inn, Registration begins Friday afternoon along with
sessions on rural museums and labor history. That evening preregistrants may attend a free reception and barbeque at the Anderson Ranch hos~ed by Mr. and
Mrs. Robert O. Anderson and the Chaves County Historical Society.
Saturday, conferees may choose from morning and afternoon sessions on different aspects of Western history, historical preservation in Lincoln, legacies and
movements, biography, the Vermejo Park Ranch, and technology and science in
the West. Dr, Harwood Hinton, Editor of Arizona and the West, will give the
luncheon address at the New Mexico Military Institute. A business meeting will
precede the social hour and the annual banquet. Sunday morning a free guided
tour of New Mexico Military Institute or of the Hondo Valley will conclude all
conference activities.
Cost of pre- and walk-in registration is $6.00. The Friday barbeque is limited
to preregistrants; the Saturday luncheon is $3.00 and the banquet $8.00. For further information please contact the conference coordinator, Thomas E. Chavez,
Museum of New Mexico, History Bureau, P.O. Box 2087, Santa Fe, NM 87503,
or call (505) 827-2246 during business hours.
A book auction will be held at the social hour before the Saturday night banquet. The Publications Committee requests that society patrons bring their
donated book(s) to the Society publication table or mail them to Earl C. Kubicek,
HSNM, Box 5819, Santa Fe, NM 8750.1. Donations will be recorded and can be
used as tax write-offs. Two new publications by the Society will also be featured
at Roswell. The 1980 annual poster, "Cowboys Going to Dinner, ca. 1897," will
be available for $5.00 ($6.00 mailed). Get the 1979 collector's poster and the
new 1980 one together for a special price of $9.00 ($10.00 mailed).
NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 1980
The Mable Dodge Luhan House and the Harwood Foundation will be local
hosts in Taos, New Mexico, for the annual conference of the New Mexico
Association of Museums. The conference will commence on Friday, May 23 and
conclude on Sunday, May 25. All persons interested in museums are encouraged
to attend conference sessions on the museum profession and the community.
For further information please contact Thomas E. Chavez-President, New
Mexico Association of Museums, P.O. Box 5746, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or call
(505) 827-2246 during business hours.

